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0 Applying for FAFSA early may 
ensure aid, says college official 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
In a sweeping campaign of cuts to state agencies 
and programs, Gov. Rod Blagojevich announced that 
the Illinois Monetary Award Program, which 
Columbia students mobilized to help salvage last year, 
will evade reduction despite the state's budget crisis. 
"I wouldn' t say that we are defmitely out of the 
woods yet," said Columbia's Chief Financial Officer 
Mike DeSalle. "We don' t know if the line has been 
held yet. The budget is going to go through a lot of 
review and change." 
The grant program-which seeks to equalize access 
to higher education by funding students on the basis of 
financial needs-funded more than 3,000 Columbia 
students this year, according to Director of Student 
Financial Services John Olino. The majority of those 
students received full grant amounts of $4,968, he 
said. 
While this year's funding level for next year seems 
like good news on the surface, school administrators 
said it will put an additional financial strain on stu-
dents. 
Tuition increases, inflation and a stalled economy-
which is projected to increase eligibil ity for the grant 
by 6.5 percent statewide-will mean the $336 million 
budget will be stretched even further. 
Funding for MAP grants has declined by $38 mil-
lion, or nine percent, since the beginning of the 2002 
school year. Conversely, tuition at Columbia will have 
climbed roughly 18 percent between the 2002 and 
2004 school years. 
As a result, MAP funds are not going as far as they 
had in previous years. With the same amount of 
money allocated between this year and the next, the 
Illinois Board of Higher Education will have to decide 
how money will be distributed. 
"Because there are more eligible students, there is a 
likelihood that the deadline will be moved from 
August to July," eliminating late applications, Olino 
said. 
Filing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
early may mean the difference between getting the 
award and being left out in the cold, he said. 
Other proposed plans for distributing the money 
include funding more students with smaller grants or 
simply funding fewer students. 
As funding dries up, students of low-income fami-
lies are increasingly facing an uphill battle financing 
school. 
Multicultural students are being hit hardest by the 
cuts, especially since fifth-year seniors who previous-
ly received MAP grants were excluded from the pro-
gram last year, according to the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education. 
The state agency's records show that 70 percent of 
fifth-year students eligible for MAP grants are minori-
ties-50 percent of whom are African-American. 
"Students I know who have been affected are still 
here, they are just looldng other places to find money," 
said Art Burton, director of Columbia's African-
American Affairs Office. 
Steeped in debt, MAP eligible students owe, on 
average, more than $ 13,000 in student loans and have 
credit card debts of $2,000 upon graduation, according 
to the Illinois Board of Higher Education. 
And students are steadily increasing their debt load 
by financing their education with loans as aid oppor-
tunities diminish. 
At Columbia, currently 60 percent of aid comes 
from loans and on! y 40 percent from aid that does not 
require repayment, according to the financial services 
office. 
"That has been the trend over the past decade," 
DeSalle said. "Students' out-of-pocket expenses have 
gone up." 
The Passion March RECEIVED 
Brian Morowczynski/Chron~e 
In honor of Good Friday, Pilsen residents portray the final walk of Christ before his crucifixion. The annual 
Passion March took place April18 on the city's Southwest Side. 
Two-thirds of students not 
cleared for .registration 
0 Without approval, students must 
wait until September to register 
By Fernando Dlaz 
Contributing Writer 
With the clock ticldng before online registration makes 
its way onto campus, the majority of Columbia students 
have yet to take the first step of meeting with a faculty 
adviser, college officials said last week. 
While Columbia administrators have been racing to 
meet their deadline at the end of this month, the various 
approaches for letting students know about it seem to 
have fallen largely on deaf ears. 
According to an e-mail sent to Columbia administra-
tors early last week by Debra Schneiger, the associate 
dean in the School for Media Arts, "approximately 25 
percent of the students who are expected to register early 
have been cleared." 
According to Mark Kelly, vice president of Student 
Affairs, about 6,500 students are expected to login for 
early registration in May. But only 2,23 I had been 
cleared as of April I 7 according to Dorothy Dare, the 
management lnforrnation System project director over-
seeing OASIS. 
Several administrators said that the pace had quick-
ened in recent weeks and that they remain optimistic 
about the success of the first run of the system. "At the 
rate we're going, we're going to make it," Schneiger said. 
While recent years have witnessed an increased 
demand for a revamp of the antiquated registration 
process, the student response hasn' t been as high as 
expected. Some members of Columbia's administration 
are concerned that the program is not reaching enough 
students. 
The message from Schneiger highlights the difficulty 
in reaching the student body. Until the e-mail was sent, 
departments deterrnined the best way to reach their stu-
dents. Schneiger said this was because many faculty 
www.columbiachronicle.com 
members had strong advising relationships with students 
and a collegewide policy might interfere with that. Her e-
mail listed five additional ways departments would now 
handle student clearances. 
Administrators are at a loss to explain the low turnout, 
citing numerous efforts to drive the point home about 
getting cleared for early registration including ad cam-
paigns, e-mail and letters sent to students. 
Part of the new strategy involves distributing postcards 
that encourage eliminating "the fear factor," which 
means having to wait until new students have registered 
See Registration, Page 3 
Mayfest may be 
forced to move 
0 A 'lesson in bureaucracy' may 
move next month's festival out of park 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
City officials are wi thdrawing a permit that reserved 
a portion of Grant Park as part of the annual Mayfest 
celebration, college officials and event organizers said 
last week. The sudden change could force the outdoor 
music and art festival to another venue. 
An official from the Chicago Park District's 
Lakefront Region-Permits Division said the pem1it was 
canceled because of the construction of the I I th Street 
pedestrian bridge. The bridge extends from Michigan 
Avenue on the west, over the submerged Metra tracks. 
to Columbus Drive on the east. The construction. 




April 22 is the last day to meet with an adviser to 
ensure early registration for the fall 2003 semes-
ter. Under the new system, all Columbia students 
must be indi~idually cleared by a faculty member 
1n the1r maJors department. Students will then reg-
ister themselves next month on the college's new 
Internet portal, OASIS. 
Students who are not cleared cannot register 
early for the fall 2003 semester. 
For more information, contact your major's 
department office. 
Concentrate on sports 
As part of its new Sports Management concen-
tration , the Arts, Entertainment and Media 
Management Department is offering two new 
classes in the fall 2003 semester. 
The first, Business of Professional Sports, focus-
es on the management of athletic franchises, 
equ1pment companies and facilities. 
The class, scheduled at 3 p .m. on Tuesdays 
next fall, will discuss the impact of sports on soci-
ety, legalities in athletics and venue management. Columbia freshman music business major known simply as Divine joins In an Impromptu rap on April attracting 
HVtral passersby In front of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. ' Box Office and Beyond Revenue Generation for 
Live Entertainment and Sport will be offered at 6 
p.m. Wednesdays in the fall semester. 
Demonstrating how management can ensure pro-
ductivity wh_ile consistently improving revenues, 
the class will focus on concerts, athletic events 
and theatrical productions in the for-profit and non-
profit sectors. 
At Columbia since '87, Dean Doreen takes helm 
For more information on the classes offered, 
co~tact the Sports Management Coordinator, 
Ph1hppe Ravanas via e-mail at 
pravabas@colum.edu. 
Put a little math in your art 
Through May 8, Columbia's Science and Math 
Department presents the exhibit "The Art of 
Science and Math" in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
The installation includes pieces that link art with 
the otherwise ancillary subjects of mathematics 
and SCI_ence. Developed through Columbia's math 
and SCience courses, the installation utilizes vari-
ous forms of art to convey the artistic connection 
in the subjects. 
Graphics on display 
Presented by the Film and Video Department 
the "Best of Motion Graphics" is a forum of studeni 
works that displays a significant utilization of 
motion graphics and effects. 
The April 23 event, at 6 p.m. in Room 302 of the 
1104 _s. Wabash Ave. building, screens the depart-
ments note~orthy films of the last three years. 
For more Information, call (312) 344-6708. 
0 Barton! heads 
college's largest school 
ByUsaBalde 
Assistant News Editor 
Maybe things would've turned out 
differently if she had been the editor 
of her high school newspaper. 
But, even though she was offered 
the opportunity, Doreen Bartoni, the 
newly named dean of Columbia's 
School of Media Arts, turned down 
the chance and eventually ended up 
on the administrative side of the jour-
nalistic spectrum. 
A native of Highwood, 111.-a 
small suburb of about 4,000 residents 
just north of Chicago--Bartoni said 
she grew up with a drive for news. 
She can remember reading Chicago's 
then-four daily newspapers every day, 
even as a child. 
Although her drive persisted, her 
living environment changed often, 
and Bartoni found herself switching 
schools every year of high school. 
So, when she was named the editor-
in-chief of the school newspaper at a 
school_ in Indiana her senior year, 
Barton1 reluctantly turned it down to 
move with her family back to Illinois. 
Voice of the Bears speaks 11 was j~t a his!J schoo! experi-
ence. she sa1d, but 11 would ve been 
On April 29, Jeff Joniak-a play-by-play 11 fu~ · ~~~~~~~Chicago . Bears _broadcasts on = Uni:~~~ ~~en~fd ye~rt:;::~st:~ 
- be e~am1n1ng eth1cal dilemmas In ' graduated from high school 10 p 
sports and career opt1ons 1n sports broadcastinn de · . . ursue 
A sports anchor on WMAQ-TV and Cl TV Jonrik a . grce m commumC!IIIons_, conce~-
will appear in Room 709 of the 33 E Con r u:auna on a sequen~e m radu_>. televi-
Parkway building at 1:30 p.m. · g ell s1_on and film. Dunng that t1me, she For more information call (312) 344_8155 d1~vered her love for film. and the • · vanous other aspects of medm arts. 
Scholarship winners named 
Columbia's Center for Asian Arts and Media has 
announced the winners of the 2003 Helen Fong 
Dare Scholarships. 
!hey are· Jaekwon Oh (Animation), Dennis Shin 
(F1JmMdeo) and Marty Hon (FIImNideo). 
If you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344·7255. 
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" I did have exposure to the busi-
ness aspect of leommunieotionsl 
too," she said. ' 
While taking night classes ot 
Northwestern, she worked severul 
business-oriented jobs. She even took 
u few positions ot severul administru· 
live deportments within Nonhwestem 
until she began teaching for the uni-
ve1111ty. 
" I WIL~ nskcd to be u teuchlngll.'lsls-
tunt when I Willi 28 or 29, so I took on 
some clusses," she suid. " I ttlso stun· 
c:d lllling ln foro toucher who Wll.'l on 
Mbbotlcal." 
Commentary, pgs. 18·18 
Photo Poll, pg. 17 
It turns out that teaching opened 
Bartoni up to the "sheer joy of educa-
tion," and she really started paying 
attention to the connection between 
teacher and student, she said. 
She took her cues from two 
Northwestern professors, Stuart 
Kaminsky, an author of detective 
novels, and Michele Citron, a film 
teacher. Each of their views-
Kaminsky for his knowledge of pop 
culture and Citron for her film direc-
tion--were influential to Bartoni, but 
she was particularly impressed with 
Citron's authority within her field. 
"I thought, 'Here's this woman 
who's making it in film education,' 
and I was intrigued," Batoni said. 
From there, Bartoni's interest in 
film escalated. Her name is still asso-
ciated with A Common Flower 
( 1992), a short, half-hour film that she 
adapted from a short story written by 
Columbia English Department facul-
ty member Karen Osborne about an 
older woman and her partner. 
According to Bartoni, this film was 
the genesis of her future filmmaking 
endeavors that include A Walk in the 
Country (2000), a short film formed 
around the various energies of the 
days of the week. 
Bartoni became the acting chair of 
the Film Department at Columbia in 
1991 after teaching within the depart-
ment for several years. She was 
named the assistant chair of the 
department in '97 and the coordinator 
of the Critical Studies for Filmmakers 
concentration in '99. 
The duties of her most recent dean 
position include overseeing the pro-
grams within her college, including 
the audio arts and acoustics; marlcet-
ing communications; interactive mul-
timedia; film; television; radio; aca-
demic computing and jownalism pro-
grams within the school. She also 
works with those departments to 
make the curriculum more effective 
for the students. 
"I feel very fortunate to work with 
colleagues that are very collaborative 
by nature," she said. "We're constant-
ly rewriting the curriculum and are 
committed to increasing faculty 
involvement" 
Despite her administrative involve-
ment in the school of media arts, she 
still strives to stay connected with her 
field. This fall she even plans to begin 
another short film project, an idea that 
may fall short of the high school 
newspaper editor job, but will fulfill 
her creative ambition just the same. 
Update: White replacement ' 
Tho search to replace Woodio White, who resigned his~ as vice..-
ident of the Office of Institutional Advanoc:ment. wiU ~ within tile 
next sevoral weeks, IICCOI"difli to the chair of Columb11's 8Qud ot:; 
Tnlslees. . ' 
In a meuaae to the Chronicle, Bill Hood, chal~ of the Boald ol 
Trustees aald. "We intend to employ a rec;osnlzed ~ seerch 6nn !O conduc;t a wide search for Woodle White's reDllcerMnt, We will be 
mtervlewma ~evoral firms In the next two weeks. 11 
White IMOunccd he was stcpplna down from h.ls posltlon la(e ¥. 
month to head up the Midwest RcaJori of the United Nearo ColJeFF\Inil. 
White worked at Colwnbla for nearly 13 years, 1 () ofwblch ~spa:tt 
In the Office of Institutional AdYinCCillellt. ' 
"I can only hope my colleaauc:s and staff at the United Ne&JO eouea,. 
Fuod will be nearlr as supportive and dedieatcd as lhoae 1 have met t.e.o 
at Colwnbi~( Whue wrote in a llltement rolet.ted MN'dl 20, 
Colwnbla a Office of Institutional Advancoment Is the col~\~ 
lie ~ ... accordlna to Its mission atatement. The ollloo tQI ~ 
with bulldlnaand malniQJnlna rollllonshlps outside the & Jcial-. 
Ina In alunull relations, preas and community orpnlatfori.\ ptMtO 
donora ancll\indralalna. 
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Daley declares 'William Russo Day' 
0 Late musician was inspired by The proclamation came from Mayor Daley, who was 
unable to attend the tribute. students affection for rock 'n' roll. The Columbia Jazz Ensemble performed 
"Solitaire" and "Casablanca," both written by 
Russo. By Renee Edlund 
Contributing Writer 
A tribute in remembrance offered gratitude for the 
life of leading jazz musician William Russo at the 
Getz Theater, 72 E. II th St. on April 16. The event 
included the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble, var-
ious vocal ists and mus icians. 
"Solitaire" has often been called his best work, 
while "Casablanca" tests the ensemble improvisa-
tional skills while conductor Scott ltay calls out each 
session unprepared . . 
Leonard explained that a love for rock ' n' roll 
came to Russo from his students in 1968. Russo was 
interested in the music's ability to provide political 
messages. 
Well-known for his musical talent and composi-
tions, Russo was praised for the contributions he 
made as a full-time faculty member at Columbia. He 
passed away Jan. II of pneumonia. 
Russo began to experiment with a rock and jazz 
combination in "The Dreaming Slave," from the 
album Civil War. Russo dedicated it to Martin 
Luther King Jr.and the civil rights movement. 
Vocal ist Cynthia Dorsey accompanied by the Jazz 
Ensemble, sang as an African s lave praying to God 
for freedom. 
Roy Leonard, former WGN-AM host and emcee, 
paid homage to Russo and his ability to create influ-
ential music. "With his music, you can dance," 
Leonard said. "But what you really have to do is just 
listen." 
"I'm pleased to have the opportuni~ to reflect _on 
Bill Russo," said Bert Gall, Columbta's executive 
And, a lthough college President Warrick L. Carter 
was unable to attend the memorial, he introduced 
the event via a video presentation. 
vice president. . 
"He contributed to the college, hts students and 
audiences all over the world," Gall said. "The pas-
sion for life was reflected through his art." "He was a renaissance man, well-read and knew 
how students relate to the world," Carter said. "One 
of the things we all remember is he had style. Bill, 
we're really going to miss you." 
Remembered for his love of instructing at 
Columbia, it was said that Russo's influence was felt 
by the success of his students. 
Deputy Commissioner for ~he Department . of 
Cultural Affairs Janet Carl Smtih, a representative 
for Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley's office 
announced to the audience and Russo's family that 
April 16 would be known as "William Russo Day." 
"Each semester he would meet the new students 
joining the Music Department," Leonard said. 
"He would always conclude after speaking that 
importance came with living a good life, regardless 
of the career they choose." 
Registration 
Continued from Front Page 
to pick classes in September and 
giving students the opportunity to 
"add/drop [classes] in your paja-
mas." 
On April II, messages were sent 
to students' OASIS e-mail 
accounts from Marvin Cohen, reg-
istrar, with appointment times for 
those that have already been 
cleared and instructions for those 
that haven't. 
part. Once students have met with 
an adviser they will be notified of 
their appointment time through the 
OASIS e-mai l account and 
through the mail. 
And while OASIS has caused 
some confusion in relation to reg-
istration, its impact on the college 
in general is receiving a similar 
reaction. 
One student's experience with 
OASIS is indicative of a number 
of others who were asked about 
the system. Sophomore graphic 
design major Peter Yirginelli , 20, 
said his History of Graphic Design 
class had an unusually bumpy ride 
through midterms. His professor, 
George Thompson, posted the 
midterm exam on OASIS. "He 
was going to use (OASIS] for the 
final," Yirginelli said. Students 
were repeatedly kicked out of the 
system causing some, including 
Yirginelli, to have to take the 
exam more than three times. 
Of those completed, several 
exams were not received; many 
were unable to be graded, forcing 
Thompson to eliminate it from 
consideration for the final grade. 
"Once you' re in, you can add 
and drop classes to your heart's 
content," said Janet Talbot, direc-
tor of Academic Advising. The 
new system will allow a student to 
check at any time if a spot has 
opened in a particular class or if Ma est 
another section that is more con- ,....!!!.!..!!!.,J...!~~!!!..!!..._ ________________ _ 
venient is available. Most students 
and administrators agree that get-
ting your classes early means a 
better chance of landing a pre-
ferred section or professor. 
Kelly said the low figures don 't 
indicate a significant shift from 
previous years. 
According to the Office of 
Institutional Research, less than 
4,500 students registered early for 
the fall of 2002 semester. The gap 
still leaves more than 2,500 stu-
dents that need to meet with a fac-
u)ty adviser for clearance before 
the end of the month. 
Dare said the worst possible 
scenario is that a student "shows 
up on September I 0 and we have 
to send them back to meet with 
faculty two weeks before school 
starts." 
Administrators are ramping up 
efforts to alert students that not 
getting cleared for online registra-
tion means s lim pickings for class-
es. 
Dare said that by Aprill7, 2,41 2 
of Columbia's nearly 10,000 stu-
dents had logged in to OASIS 
along with 368 faculty members. 
In recent weeks, her office has 
also responded to an increased 
number of requests for login infor-
mation that she says is a sure sign 
that students are getting the mes-
sage. 
Early registration for the fall 
2003 semester begins on May 5 
and ends May 21. It will be held at 
the Internet Cafe in the Herman D. 
Conaway Center, II 04 S. Wabash 
Ave., and in the new lab located in 
the Residence Hall at 73 1 S. 
Plymouth Court. 
Summer registration begun 
April 21 in the Internet Cafe and 
no clearance is required to take 
Continued from Front Page 
which began in February, is expected to be complete before the end of 
the year." . . 
According to Mark Kelly, vice prestdent of Student Affatrs, the col-
lege filed for a permit with the city several months ago to reserve 
Grant Park on May 22. The reserved site would have run _along 
Michigan Avenue, from Balbo Drive south to II th Street and dtd not 
include the construction site. 
The city of Chicago charges between $8,000 and $1 3,000 in _rental 
fees and security deposits for events such as May fest. The permit also 
stipulates that vendors must have a $1 million certificate of insurance. 
Kelly said the check from the college was cashed, though the per-
mit was never issued officially. 
"And then two weeks ago, we saw what they gave us became a con-
struction site," Kelly said. 
In early Apri l, the construction site at lith Street was expanded to 
run a full block farther south by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation officials, who did not consult the Chicago Park 
District- blocking the plot of land reserved by Columbia. 
Kelly said that when Mayfest organizers approached the Chicago 
Park District about the discrepancies, park officials were equally sur-
prised about the expanded construction site. 
"One part of the city didn' t know what the other part.ofthe city was 
doing," Kelly said, poin!ing to the scene as a lesson m ctty bureau-
cracy. " I think, to be honest, there was some embarrassment they 
found out they had granted something and didn't know what they were 
doing." ' 
Event organizers said that the city is helping Colu_mbia search for 
alternative locations, in either Grant Park or surroundmg parkmg lots. 
Last year, the event was held in an empty parking lot on the south-
west corner of Harrison Street and South Wabash Avenue. However, 
construction of a single room occupancy housing unit prohibited event 
organizers from using the lot this year. 
Initially, organizers tried to reserve a plot o~ Grant Park at South 
Michigan Avenue and Harrison Street, dtrectly across fro'." 
Columbia's 600 S. Michigan Ave. building. That plot, however, 1s 
scheduled for remodeling at the time of the festival. 
May fest is the culmination of the monthlong Manifest, an urban cel-
ebration of Columbia's artistic and musical talents. Last year's event 
featured entertainment stages and sponsored tents for the day long fes-
tival. 
A change in venue outside of Grant Park could cost organizers thou-
sands of dollars in alterations in printed advertisements and other pro-
motional tools. 
With a little over a month before the event, Grant Park was listed as 
May fest's venue on the festival's website as of press time. 
Campus News 3 
Georgia Evdoxiadis 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
I can't wait for Senior Seminar! 
You may think I'm joking, but fe llow Columbians, 
think again. I don't know what everyone complams about. 
It seems like the perfect class with which to end my col-
lege career. 
Like many of you, I have taken a, shall we say, 
unorthodox romp through higher education. I have 
switched schools three or four times, changed my mind 
about majors more often than I have changed my hairsty le 
and held down a variety of mind-numbingly dull side jobs 
to pay the (ever-increasing) tuition bills. 
This summer, I will be working 40 hours a week at an 
internship and commuting from Arlington Heights for the 
capstone course in a lifetime of learning. That course will 
be Senior Seminar. 
For the lucky few of you who haven't yet heard of this 
administrative masterpiece, let me quickly fill you in. 
Senior Seminar is a three-credit (read, $1,404) course 
that "explores the impact of the college experience on stu-
dents' development of a ' personal voice' and upon the 
values determining their life and career choices." I'm not 
sure what, exactly, that means. I like the word "explore" 
as much as the next arts school graduate, and any devel-
opment of a "personal voice" sounds guaranteed to make 
me money, but I'm still a bit confused. 
I have however, heard stories about what I may expect. 
One student gave out candy for her "public service" 
project. Sounds heartwarming. 
Another told me a tale of a "personal passion project." 
Moving, indeed. 
A third happily told me that she somehow man~ged to 
wriggle out of the requirement. Now that's downnght 
inspirational. 
And yet I don' t think I will try to get out of Senior 
Seminar. 
First of a ll it seems the perfect way to end my (more 
than four) ydars in college. It's a class with absolutely no 
real-world application or significance, and it's going to 
cost me a lot of money. Kind of reminds me of my 
degree. . 
Now, don't get all bent out of shape, teachers of Senior 
Seminar and classes of similar ilk- l'm not saying stu-
dents don' t learn anything in college, nor am I suggesting 
the concepts tackled in Senior Seminar are worthless. 
All I'm saying is this: 
The best things I learned in college, and in life, weren 't 
in any syllabus or textbook. . . 
Like when I sat down to take Medta Ethtcs and Law, 
only to find out that my teacher worked lor Arthur 
Andersen. Or did, before he got laid off. 
Or when a forensic scientist told our class that the 
book' was full of crap--they haven't used that test in 
years. Then he showed us how to do our own blood alco-
hol testing. Talk about life lessons. . . 
Or, when 1 wrote a fantastic front-page headline for _thts 
very newspaper, only to rea_Iize (after abo.ut 7,000 ~OP_tes 
of it had been pri~t~d) that 11 ha~ ~wo _maJor e!"ors m 11. 
Did I mention that tt's a copy edttmg mternshtp? 
But, really, that's when I've learned the most powerful 
lessons in college-when I wasn't really expectmg them. 
And when I walk into that Senior Seminar class, I can 
guarantee I won ' I be expecting much at al l. How can I go 
wrong? 
Another reason I'm looking forward to Senior Seminar 
is that I really feel it wi II get me excited for the corporate 
environs in which I am almost certainly going to spend 
the rest of my life. 
Sitting in a room with 15 people you don't like and 
don't ever want to see again, finding your "personal 
voice" and "exploring" issues? Sounds like a business 
meeting to me! Half-heartedly kissing the rear end of 
someone barely older than you so that you can :weasel 
your way into a better resume? I need the practtce! 
There can't be a better way to introduce future artists 
and creative types to the harsh realities of the "real 
world" than by forcing them to spend more than $ 1 ,000 
to s it in a room and stare out of the window every week. 
What are you really going to do with that poetry minor 
anyway? Looks like marketing !O me! . . 
So, in a way, the school's pohcy on ~emor Se'."mar 
makes some kind of cosmic sense. Takmg a Semor 
Seminar class called "Spirituality and Empowerment" is a 
great way to remind myself that you can't find either in 
the walls of some building. It's the coup de grace of 
learning, in a Socratic way. Like the great philosopher, I 
have spent a great deal of time at this, and other schools, 
and have come away with a degree (I hope) knowing only 
that I know nothing. Senior Seminar wi ll surely reinforce 
this idea. 
Besides, I nee~ those three credits to graduate. 
4 Columbia Chronicle 
South Loop Revie~ Vol. 6 
An :\nthCIIogy of C(Jitlmbia Student Nonfktion Writing and Photography 
Release Party! 
Monday, April 28th 2003 ·- 6 to 8 p.m. 
Hokin Annex: 623 S. Wabash Building 
Student Reading and Refreshments 
~.:.pon:wrccl h)' Columbia College Chicago English I>epartment 
Planned_ Paren,thood 
,\·~Loop Health Cjijlter 
18 5. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor 





The Illinois Monetary Award (MAP) is a state funded 
grant based on financial need and meeting Illinois 
residency requirements. Approximately 3,000 
Columbia College students received this award dur-
ing the current academic years. 
Governor Blagojevich's budget plan level funds the 
MAP award for the 03-04 academic year. While this 
is good news in these financially difficult times in 
Illinois, threats remain to the MAP award. 
Due to the increased number of students seeking a 
MAP award up 12% over the same period last year, 
and the increased number of MAP eligible students 
up 6.5% over the same time last year, the following 
actions may become necessary: . 
more, 
1. reduce the maximum award by 5% or 
(a reduction of $230 or more) 
2. have an earlier award cut-off (accelerate 
the cut-off from August to July) 
3. a combination of 1 and 2 
You are urged to file your 03-04 FAFSA 
immediately. The FASA is your application 
for federal and state aid. 
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Library smells the 
perks of coffee bar 
0 Same group that runs 
Underground Cafe could run shop 
By Kristen Glanfortune 
Staff Writer 
Columbia students visiting the library will be feel-
ing a buzz- a caffeine buzz, to be exact. 
Library officials said they would introduce a coffee 
bar on a trial basis during the fall semester. The goal 
is to create a more student-centered environment, 
according to Library Director Jo Cates. 
Renee McHenry, head of reference and instruction-
al serv ices, said the idea of serving coffee in the 
library was something that was "put on the back burn-
er," but more recently about six members of the library 
staff have begun researching how to make it happen. 
"If you look in the literature, people have talked 
about the library as being the heart of the campus or 
the heart of the college, so that's really what we're 
striving for," sh~ said. 
Coffee shops, up until now, have been more popular 
in public libraries like Chicago:s Harold ~~hin~on 
Library, 400 S. State St., than m academ1c hbranes. 
But the library as coffee shop idea is beginning to 
catch on in academic circles. Both Elmhurst College 
and Dominican University have found success with 
coffee shops in their campus libraries. 
McHenry said that a coffee bar at Columbia poses 
some challenges because it will be built into an 
already existing structure. The coffee bar would also 
have to meet building requirements, health codes and 
vendor contracts. McHenry said it would probably be 
located on the east side of the third floor and would be 
run by Larry and Nancy Bernier, who own the 
Underground Cafe located in the 600 S. Michigan 
Ave. building and the Hokin Annex Cafe, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. She said the Berniers would most likely 
hire students, but was unsure how many since there 
are no concrete plans. 
" I think it's a great idea and hopefully we're moving 
forward with it," said Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs. "We need it." 
''We're still very enthusiastic about the idea, but 
we're just trying to be careful and do as much research 
as possible,'' McHenry said, "We like the idea of being 
able to test out [whether or not] students will came." 
Cori Dixon, a public relations major at Columbia 
said, "I think it would be great just because as of right 
now I have a three hour break in between my classes 
and a lot of students like drinking coffee when they're 
doing homework or studying or whatever, so I think it 
would be a good place just to chill out and drink cof-
fee if you have a long break or go to do homework in 
there." 
The coffee bar would most likely start as a "coffee 
can " with regular coffees and teas and possibly bagels 
or other pastries. The size of the coffee bar and the 
items served will be determined by student feedback 
and feasibility, McHenry said. 
"Everyone likes coffee and likes to drink coffee 
while they ' re reading," said Rudy Luciani, a photog-
raphy major, " (I would like) coffee, bagels, dough-
nuts, the general fair for a coffee shop." 
"There's always a situation where you feel that real-
ly there are not enough students who are using the 
library," McHenry said. 
McHenry said she doesn't want students to feel they 
need to take out a book or do research every time they 
come to the library. 
"The library can be used for so many different pur-
poses," she said. 
Hip-hop, hip fashions fused 
0 Fusion 2003 features Columbia 
fashion designers, performers 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
Columbia's multicultural organization, Fusion, hosted 
its third annual fashion and talent show on April II at the 
Getz Theater at 72 E. II th St. The event, titled Fusion E4: 
The Elements of Hip-Hop, used the four elements that 
make hip-hop unique to the musical art fo~~ancers, 
DJs, graffiti and emcees--to fuse together h1p-hop cul-
ture and the world of fashion. 
The evening began with the Brick Head Breake!"S-
featuring four girls who performed a well-rece1ved 
breakdance routine and a small group of guys who 
showed off their skills with an array of headstands and 
head spins. 
Throughout the evening several short skits were per-
formed between runs down the catwalk. The first skit of 
the evening called, "The Birth," featuring Jahbari 
Townsend and Cheria Foggs, told the story of a man 
(Townsend) and his pregnant wife (Foggs) trying to '!lake 
a better life for their child. "The Growth and Reacllon," 
about a mother (Christina Houser) fed up with her so.n 
(Malak) playing loud hip-hop music in the house, and h1s 
attempts to show her the positive aspects of hip-hop. And 
the final skit, "Evolution" was a performance piece, fea-
turing a circle of actors freestyling. 
"('Evolution') was speaking on how hip-hop has 
changed and how it's positive, n?t always negative .. That 
it's part of our generation," sa1d Fus10n Co-Pres1dent 
Gabrielle Watkins. 
The only group that didn't include a Columbia student 
was Oh La La, a professional dance troupe. 
"We picked them because we enjoyed their perform-
ance and we tried to make the show as diverse as possi-
ble." Watkins said. 
11le emcee of the event, Lance Barnes, a sophomore 
theater major, made his first appearance dancing, joking 
and riling up the crowd when he introduced the first of 
the evening's three fashion runs. The first run of the 
evening showcased designs by Columbia students 
Aubrey Krysn Koplar, Maira Hashiui, Angelique Gall, 
Lisa Maruma and Laron Hickerson. The designs includ-
ed a backless tiger-print dress with a see-through skin 
and a man's gold half-shirt with lace-like sleeves and 
black pants. . . . . 
"I enjoyed the fashion," sa1d Fus1on Co-Pres1dent La1la 
Alchaar "It showed a taste of what Columbia does." 
The ~vent's second fashion run fea~ured pieces by 
Columbia students C.J. and Hayley Rose. Many ofC.J.'s 
designs were white, including a double white vest, with 
white pants and a white mask. . 
Latin hip-hop group Cru L.l.F.E., featunng Dorcas 
Rivera, Tony Sancho and Shamrock fn~m Phazel, 
brought the house down with a couple of the1r songs and 
made the only political statement of the evening-<>ne of 
the members wore a "F--- Bush" T-shirt. 
"I thought they performed really well," Watkins said, 
"I enjoyed the bongo player and the female singer.'' 
In his last appearance of the evening, Barnes said 
goodbye and introduced the presidents of Fusion, 
Alchaar and Watkins. The co-presidents thanked every-
one who participated and attended, talked about the club 
and the show, and then introduced the final fashion run. 
"I hope they can put on another show next year, 
because Laila and I are graduating and we hope we can 
find someone to take over Fusion next year," Watkins 
· said. 
For the last fashion run, Cru L.I.F.E. came out and per-
formed while some of the models strutted across the 
stage. Designers for the last group were Columbia stu-
dents Kim Coy, Hayley Rose, Jackie and special guest 
and up-and-coming designer Romarick "The Collector." 
The evening came to a close when all the models, 
designers and the rest of the participants came out onto 
the runway and danced to the music. 
" It's the best show we put on. We were able to bring 
every aspect of what Columbia was about for the show," 
Alchaar said. 
Heather MorrisoniChroni 
Fillion EA: The Elements of Hlp-Hop featured fashion designs by Columbia students (above), alongside perfonnances 
by music artists from the .college. The Aprll11 event-in the Getz Theater, 72 E. 11th St-featured three fashion runs. 
Citywide, diverse poets come to Colu·mbia festival 
0 11 groups from across Chicago, 
state attend event 
By MatJJa DuJmovlc 
Staff Writer 
The Citywide Undergraduate Poetry Festival on April 
I 0 offered the audience of nearly I 00 a apectrum of 
~ic styles-from Haiku to hip-hop, somber to winy. 
f1le event, in the Getz Theater at 72 E. II th St., featured 
student poets from Chica¥CJ land college• and universl· 
ties. And that mix of poets played into the event'• auc-
cess. 
" It represented a lot o f diver.ity," taid Klc Cleary, a 
2002 Columbia graduate who read several examples of 
his uwn diverse works. AlthouK/1 C leary uld he has 
read poetry at open mics and coffee houtes, the fettlval 
waJ his rnott formal venue and largest audience. " It 
wa_• nice to meet JKICII out•ide of Columbia," he uld. 
" I thought it wn awesome. I never heard any other 
colltg# voice• spuk before," said April Kopp, a 
Univer•ity of ( 'hicagu English major. Al l de J'tom her 
poetry classes, Kopp said that it was also her first pub-
lic reading of her Haiku-inspired verses. Her perform-
ance garnered praise from those in attendance. 
"[April's) really good and [her poems] good miK of 
humor," sa1d Guy Trayllng, a student at the School of 
the An Institute of Chicago. Tray ling, a fine ans and 
writing major, also pointed to the hip-hop inspired 
works of Brandon Monon, a student at Chicago State 
University. 
Alon11 with Chicago State University, tho School of 
the An Institute of Chicago and Columbia, the Citywide 
Undergraduate Poetry Festival Included students from 
National-Louis University, Northwestern University, 
Roosevelt University, DePaul University, University of 
Chicago, Loyola University Chlca11o and the University 
of llllnoi• at Chlca11o. 
"[It l1 a way I 1tudent poets a ll over tho city can come 
together, share their wrltlnBs. tulk to each other and 
build a community In 11 noncompetitive event," said 
Tony TriBIIIo, • faculty member In olumbl1'1 Snillsh 
IJepertmcnt. 
TriJllllo, who teachu tho lleilnnlrlll Poetry 
Workshop, IIIIIIIOitod tho foatlval In 2000 when he was 
then part of the department's poetry committee. . 
Trigilio said that each school's selection for poellc 
representatives varies. Usually the applicants are 
upperclassmen and have taken at least a handful of poet-
ry c lasses. The candidates are then approved by the cre-
ative writina faculty, who act as the event's organizers. 
"[And it's) never easy," Trigilio said, referring to the 
number of prospective perfonners. 
Yet according to the audience In attendance, the tan 
bose was pleased with the organizer's picks. 
"We had more crowds this year," said holT)' 
Antonini, Instructor at the School of the An Institute of 
Chlcaao. 
The only complaint? 
"It's a shame It's just a one-nlaht thing," ~lina 
said. " Whon we acttoaethor.lt roels like we should join 
an anny. We lll'O tho next wave [of poets)." 
Sholly Hubman, 11 Spanish teacher at Nonhwe tom 
University, aald ahe was pleased with all of tho poet&. "I 
el\)oyod soclna dlffilnmt pre ontatlons," Hubman seld. 
- Chr/1 Coo/Is C(IHtrlbNttd ltJ tltlsrtpOf'l, 
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The world's first 17' notebook computer miraculously engineered into a stunning 1' thin package. 
The new 1 7" PowerBook • Starting at $3,149.00 
The 12' iBook, our most 
inexpensive notebook ever. 
The 14' iBook, the impact-resistant 
notebook that makes an impact. 
The new 12' PowerBook- the world's 
smallest, lightest full-featured notebook 
The ground breaking 15" PowerBook G4, now 
available with the DVD-burning SuperDrive. 
Starting at $949.00 Starting at $1,449.00 Starting at $1,699.00 Starting at $2,199.00 
---- On-the-go necessities.----
iPod, the award-winning MP3 player from Apple, holds 
up to 4,000 and features a 10 hour battery life. 
Starting at $269.00 
AirPort Extreme is the next level in wireless networking. 
Featuring IEEE 802.11g technology, AirPort Extreme is 
fa~ter and more inexpensive than ever before. 
AirPort Extreme Base Station • Starting at $187.00 
AirPort Extreme Card • $93.00 
--Fo·r your desk.--------------'---
eMac 
Starting at $929.00 
I Mac 
Stortlng •• $1,2~9.00 
Power Mac 
Starting at $1,'149.00 
Cinema Display 
lO Inches · $1,249 
Cinema HD Display Studio Display 
l31nches • $1,899 171nch~~ts• $649 
' The Apple Store @Columbia College 
Get your student discount at: 623 S. Wabash, Suite 205 Phone: 312.344.8MAC 
http://www.colum.edu/applestorel 
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You're creative. You're talented. You use Adobe products. 
And you probably wouldn't mind a cash prize, free 
soft\¥are, and an all-expense paid trip to Chicago to be 
lauded by design professionals and potential employers. 
Then enter the 2003 Adobe Design Achievement Awards 
this school year. Ail you have to do is complete a design 
project using Adobe products and then submit your 
entry for review by a panel of noted design professionals. 
'JIOUR EH.TR'JI 
COULD BE IJ.JORTH 
s·sooo 
Individuals may enter projects in the following categories: 
Web Design, Time-based Media, Print, Illustration, 
Photography, and Experimental Design. Groups may enter 
projects in these categories: Print Media and Digital 
Media. 
For more information, visit http://www.adobe.com/education 
or contact Patrick Filler, Adobe Student Rep (pfadobe@22salt.com) 
April21,2003 
·Reading from his poetry collection . 
A Painted Field and talking about 
fiction in England and America with 
Fiction Writing Artist-in Residence 
Irvine Welsh and Full-time Faculty 
Member Don De Grazia. 
Smart Bar 
3730 N. Clark St. , Chicago 
(773) 549-4140 
Free and Open to the Over 21 Public 
CO L~ 0 A 
Cosponsored by the Fiction Writing Department and English Department at <_._ __ 
We're looking for talented and creative students with a desire 
to work as a copy editor for the Fall 2003 semester at the 
award-winning Columbia Chronicle. Newspaper experience is a 
great way to bui ld your portfolio while having a great time. 
Call Chris Richert for more information at 312-344-7432 or 
email him at crichert@colum.edu. Stop by the 
Columbia Chronicle office for an application. 
Wabash building, suite 205. 
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Confused? 
,~.~~ =~ ~~~,;~~ ~.:J''\f$/J (..fl 
Make an appointment with your Faculty Advisor 
today! 
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Columbia Co ll ege Chic ago Urb a n Arts Fe sti va l : r-.1 ay 2 2 
A month-long celebra tion of work 
from graduating students visit: 
www.mayfestmani fest .colum.edu 
call: 312.344.6789 
April21, 2003 
Week :1. and 2 HIGHLIGHTS · MAY :1.- 9, 2003 
J1:n.-u~1 Mu·f .~ 
> Hay Fever '1:$0"'" 
The Theater department presents Noel Coward's 
classic play about London 's favorite celebrity family. 
> N~"IJ $(::dl~ !'h~e~tre. Tl C. 11th 
>Thread 
Academic Computing presents Thread, four events 
in one-a gallery exhibit, a juried online eXhibit of 
interactive multimedia work (acweb.colum.edu/ 
gallery.html), an interactive salon/ open house. 
and a lecture by featured speaker Steve Jones. 
> Thread: ":'~'~' 
Exhlblt Opcnlnr; Party 
> Thread Interactive Salon: ;;.;,"' 
> Thread l ecture: •,,:·..;.J';.r.• 
Steve Jones, Internet Research and Everyday Life . . 
> Tra ce Elements: Pa rt One 
(~~>~~fdll !U·.;;·'V)(t ~1(:\' ') ·)·,,:;(J. ~ }~~;:.;·:; 
Master of Fine Arts in Interdisciplinary Book and 
Paper Arts and Master of Interdisciplinary Arts 
Thesis Exh1bit1ons. Center for Book and P~per Arts 
> loophole Reading: "d<l·''P''' 
Readings from tho new literary journal produced 
and authored by members of our gay/ lesbian/ 
blsexual/transgendered student oraanlzatlon, 
Columbia Pride. 
~ i-h;fr.)S:}'JD f~?IH11f:~tY ('i~llt l! t1 
J. JO(J ';,, W.JiJ-'!·,..h 1.\t J.'lvr,r 
> Senior Recital: Kate Uyono: 7ptn 
Music department graduating seniors 
present final recitals. 
> Senior Directing Project: 
Trigger: Directed by Brad Norris 
Graduating seniors In the Directing Program of the 
Theater department mount directing projects. 
> c:u$$IC ':>~i.tt!f~ lt'IOJtr~. i'2 £.11th 
> CJI! 312·)44·(~101 f?t tfr.J(.-5 
> Photo.Print.Media Studio 
Open House: r,.(,;l(l;'n' 
Photo Print Media Invites students, staff, and faculty 
to their studio for a viewing of student artwork, tea, 
cakes, and good conversation. 
•)th r-fr;{'lr, (.} j S ~Vtlt-="1$h 
> Senior Recita l: Mntthow MuniJ: t.•P'" 
; i"vln ioit: cn~:tu~. l(H4 ~~. Mi~riiy.illl, CiH)(H~t Ha!l 
> Senior Recital: Christopher Loo: :l.)"·:n,,,, 
Turrolf Brown: f3Pt"' 
..... ·11J~i1< (.4'; ~~t(·r. 1.01.-1 !') r .. ~l: hl{!hn.l;<·nt:-011 H~iil 
> Crimes Aga inst Humanity, Huma n 
Rights Abuse : '-·9pm 
International Law and the Media Senior Seminar stu· 
dents create an evening of performance, panel dis· 
cusslons, and readlnfls on Issues of human rights. 
' Cn•cnr,o Hilton Md rowor~ 
1:!0 $. Mh .. tiii!-JI' AH11lU(1 
> Senior Recital: Monlque Moore: ">l"'' 
> ~~'l:Jfl t C~nt...: r. 1.014 S. Mi<:h!ft'l:~. (;c:~Cf.:rt HilH 
> Adstock 2003: ltwn4W'' 
Marketing Communication Festival: 
interactive, multimedia, information-laden pro-
fessional career advice day for students to show-
case their best work and receive counsel from top 
professionals In the fields of marketing, advertising, 
sales, promotions, and public relations. 
> Fashion Columbia: 1 end :X'3v~m 
10th annual urtlan-sty1e runway fashion show and 
exhibition of students' fashion-related work. ranging 
from Illustrations to photography to garments. 
> 1.104 S. \V..ibn~h, Bth HON 
> Senior Recital: Bryone Williams: 7~nl 
> M;.:'):r •;nnter 1(:1·~ ~J. ~trhLtcln. ~t!::Ct!rt i-lnil 
Our Sponsors: /lJ ~!~~ O,~~?,N.INC. 
SHUIV!' ~:@~; 
:1' J.IH2.12QO 
Presented by Student Alfalrs and C ·Spaces, the pllerles 
and student centers of Columbia Collete. FUnded by student 
activity fees. Additional support p!Ovided by the Student 
Proammmln& Board and the omce of the President of 
Columbia Colle&e Chlca&o. 
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Columbia Colleg e Chicago Urba n Arts Fes ti val May 22 
lk:J 
Readings f rom the new literary journal produced 
and authored by members of our gay/ lesbian/ 
bisexualjtransgendered student organization, 
Columbia Pride. 
> H .... · :tY;:;:~n c~;~..t'1<:y .r:.>,r:~0~. 
~.iO- t 'S.. ~V:::;:f;t:l·:. 'l':<t ~-:~01 
> Senior Recital: Kate Uyeno: ·:·;,,y, 
Music department graduating seniors 
present final recitals. 
> Senior Directing Project: 
Trigger: Directed by Bran Norns 
Graduating seniors in the Directing Program of the 
Theater department mount di recting projects. 
> Photo.Print.Media Studio 
Open House: <:·~~:~)~;:::~~ 
Photo Print Media invites students, staff. and faculty 
to their studio for a viewing of student artwork, tea, 
cakes, and good conversation. 
> Senior Recital: Matthew Muniz: ,;;,r., 
> Senior Recital: Christopher Lee: 1.>··'"'''" 
Turrell Brown: (•!''" 
> Crimes Against Humanity. Human 
Rights Abuse:,;.;,, 
International Law and the Media Senior Seminar stu· 
dents create an evenrng of performance. panel dis· 
cussions. and readings on issues of human rights . 
> Senior Recital: Monlque Moore: ,.,,". 
> Adstock 2003: 9,,".~''"' 
Marketing Communication Festival: 
interactive, multimedia. information-laden pro-
fessional career advice day for students to show· 
case their best work and receive counsel from top 
professionals in the fields of marketing, advertising, 
sales, promot ions, and public relations. 
Un<lii P:"!Cio) 
1 
> Fashion Columbia: t "'"j :;::;('''n: 
lOth annual urban-style runway fashion show and 
exhibition of students' fashion·related work, ranging 
from illustrations to photography to garments. 
> Senior Recital : Jim Mullen: <>ur" 
> Senior Directing Project: Anything for You 
and Andre's Mother: Directed by J.P. Mcnee 
Graduating seniors in the Directing Program of the 
Theater Department mount directing projects. 
>- f."u~;:;!~: ~'>'tlii):e H:<:::H(.,~~=- 7~~ f!.:!.::.:H 
C"3!! :·; ~ '.{ ,:;.:.:3; :; ,0~. ~:~ : : !i':"!·i'~;. 
> Jazz Combo Festival ('·%''' 
The Jau Combo of Columbia College 
presents its annual concert. 
> \1:;~~~<, C;:~t<;:. JC.l ~ !~. f.ij,b:f:,*;: r· <-':~t=;l{ ;..<,,:: 
> Sing Me a Love Song: Preview pert'""''""''" ~ .::""' 
Music Department presents an evening of love songs 
through the ages, from classic to contemporary. 
> Fine and Performing Arts 
Honors Reception ~.,.,,,, 
RecepUon for Rne and Perfonning Arts honors students. 
> MFA Photography Exhibition 
Graduating students in the MFA program in photogra· 
phy present their thesis works. 
> Liberal Arts and Sciences Honors 
Reception ·;;; :'r<' 
Faculty·nominated students receive awards in three 
categories: leadership, service, and scholarship. 
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RECEIVED 
APR 2 4 2003 
COLUMBIA COllEGE UBRARY 
A month-long celebration of work 
from graduating students visit: 
www.mayfestmanifest.colum.edu 
call: 312.344.6789 
> Senior Recital Benjamin Cooper: .,.,,.,, 
> WCCO Release Party for Asphalt 
Publication 'i·BP"• 
weco. a writing arts organization, hosts a catered 
release party for their new publicat ion, Asphalt. 
;- H:~:..: :: =':':.~;le;. ~'>::::~ S.:~:.:\h \:\,;~ , L~·a< :~ 
> Senior Recital Aaron Ackerson: ·;.<.:<C·0n' 
Sarah Kate Jilek: ·; .:<'>"'' 
> Undergraduate Photography Exhibition 
BFA photography students present their final 
body of work. 
> Journalism Department Showcase r: 2r'''' 
Showcase of the best student work, and highlights 
of the outstanding achievements 
> Student Award in Oral History .:~. ' 
The Distinguished Lecture in Oral History presents 
its .first annual student and special recognition to 
former Dean Lya Dym Rosenblum. 
> Sing Me a Love Song 
Opentng f>~rtorrnar:r:e ;·::<(=~·:·:s 




Presented by Student Affairs and C · Spaces, the gallenes 
and student centers of Columbia College. Funded by student 
activity fees. Additional support provided by the Student 
Programmmg Board and the Office of tt}e President of 
Columbia College Chicago. 
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Partying on campus: The ran kings are in 
0 Review also specifically ranked 
party criteria within the schools, such as 
'Reefer Madness' 
By Kristin Cavarretta 
Northern Star (Northern Illinois U.) 
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, 111.-lt takes dedication from stu-
dents to earn a spot on the Princeton Review's top party 
school list- a dedication to drinking. 
Every year, the Princeton Review surveys 65,000 students 
nationwide. Based on questions relating to alcohol and drug 
use, the amount of time spent studying outside of class and 
popularity of greek systems, they compile the top 20 party 
schools in the United States. 
The Princeton Review's Top 5 Party Schools are: I. 
Indiana University-Bloomington 2. Clemson University 3. 
University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa 4. Pennsylvania State 
University Park 5. University of Florida, according to 
www.princetonreview.com. 
Princeton Review's Top 5 "Stone Cold Sober" Schools 
are: I. Brigham Young University 2. Wheaton College 3. 
United States Air Force Academy 4. United States Naval 
Academy 5. United States Coast Guard Academy, according 
to the Princeton Review's website. 
Playboy Magazine's Top 5 Party Schools are: I. Arizona 
State University 2. California State_ University, Chico 3. 
Rollins University 4. Louisiana State University 5. West 
Virginia University, according to the magazine's website. 
Officials at Indiana University-Bloomington, which 
topped this year's list, are skeptical about their status as the 
nation's top party school. According to a USA Today report, 
the university said that they have toughened alcohol policies 
since the 1998 alcohol-related death of a student. 
Although the Princeton Review credits I U as the top party 
school, the IU Hoosiers were nowhere to be found on 
Playboy Magazine's 2002 Party School list, which was 
crowned by the Arizona State Sundevils. 
No. 1-ranked ASU also happens to be home to several 
clips of girls flashing cameras and making out with each 
other on the notorious Girls Gone Wild videos. 
Playboy compiled its 2002 university rankings based on 
e-mail submissions from students. The students were asked 
to give reasons why their school is the best place to party. 
Not only did they consider alcohol and drug use to rank 
universities, but also the number of arrests made at parties, 
access to other top party spots and how "hot" their female 
co-eds are. The associate editor of Playboy, Allison 
Lundgren, said in a press release that the more attention that 
they receive rrom one school, the more consideration they 
will give to that school to be ranked as a top party school. 
Playboy also said in a press release that they weren'tjust 
"At every school, there are always 
going to be the party people who will 
find a way to party anywhere." 
- Beth Dominguez, NIU student 
looking for a party school, but a well-rounded university. 
"We want a school where people party hard and study 
hard as well," Lundgren stated. 
But the e-mails they have posted on their site don't tend 
to highlight academics. 
One student from No. 2-ranked California State 
University, Chico wrote to Playboy, "The day I moved into 
the dorms, 22 flyers were slipped under my door telling me 
where to find the hottest co-eds looking to take me home. 
That night, I didn't sleep because my arm was stuck under-
neath the girl I lost my virginity to." 
An Ohio State University student wrote, "The parties 
never stop. Girls drop their panties on every possible occa-
sion." 
The Princeton Review goes even further with its rankings. 
It also ranks specific aspects of the party school criteria. 
They include "Reefer Madness," "Lots of Beer," "Lots of 
Hard Liquor" and "Major Frat and Sorority Scene." On its 
website, it issues a "warning" about top party school stu-
dents who may not be the "party type." 
"Not that we want 'to spoil the surprise, but dry, mellow, 
studious types should think twice before attending Indiana 
University-Bloomington," the website stated. 
So, where does Northern Illinois University fit in? 
NIU may not be ranked by the Princeton Review or 
Playboy Magazine as a wild and crazy university, and it 
might not have Girls Gone Wild knocking on DeKalb's 
door, but NIU students say that doesn't mean that the 
Huskies don't party. 
Junior deaf education major Beth Dominguez said it does-
n't matter if a school is ranked as a party school. 
"At every school, there are always going to be the party 
people who will find a way to party anywhere," Dominguez 
said. 
Although she has heard ofNIU having an image of being 
a party school, Dominguez hasn't found that to be true, but 
she said she sti ll finds plenty of ways to party. 
Freshman electrical engineering major Bill Jackson said if 
you aren't Greek it is harder to find stuff to do, but he also 
has no problems finding his own ways of partying. 
Some students said schools in warm weather climates are 
more apt to be considered party schools, but that theory is 
squashed by schools like Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale and University of Wisconsin-Madison, both of 
which made Playboy's list. 
Stephanie Jurs, sophomore political science major, said 
that the atmosphere in Carbondale is much different than 
NIU, which is why it is considered more of a party school 
than NIU. 
"Carbondale felt boring-there was nothing to do but 
party," Jurs said. "It doesn't seem to have the unified, coher-
ent atmosphere that NIU has." 
PACKIN' IT UP 
NIU students have mixed feelings about why it may not 
be ranked as a party school, and some believe that NIU is 
considered by many to be a suitcase school. 
Director of Greek Affairs Mike EvartS said that it seems 
that students say they go home on the weekends because 
there is nothing to do, but there is nothing to do because peo-
ple go home on the weekends. 
"There are enough alternatives," EvartS said. "That is just 
an excuse." 
Dominguez said she doesn't see the party scene being 
much different here if we weren't a suitcase school. 
Jurs said although the partying might increase if we 
weren't a suitcase school, that factor alone is not enough to 
make us "one of those huge party schools." In fact, she 
thinks that being a suitcase school has its benefits and might 
even help students focus on their academics. 
IS RECOGNITION WORTH IT? 
The American Medical Association's Office of Alcohol 
and Other Drug Abuse believes that the top party school 
ranking should be removed completely from the Princeton 
Review because it "gives college-bound students a skewed 
perception about 'partying' on campus." · 
Richard Yoast, director of the AMA's Office of Alcohol 
and Other Drug Abuse, said in a press release, "The 
Princeton Review should be ashamed to publish something 
for students and parents that fuels the false notion that alco-
hol is central to the college experience and that ignores the 
dangerous consequences of high-risk drinlcing." 
Not only that, but the AMA said that appearing on the 
party school list can hurt the reputation of universities that 
offer a quality education. Students who are academically 
focused may steer clear of universities that are considered to 
be party schools for fear that they will be distracted rrom 
their studies. 
Dominguez said that while the reputation of a university 
may be hurt by such a label, that doesn't mean the academ-
ic quality of the education has to be compromised, and a 
classification as a party school would not deter her !Tom 
attending a "party" university. . · 
Jurs, however, said that since she is very focused on her 
academics, she doesn't think she would want to be at a place 
that houses such a party atmosphere. 
"I am reminded of those awful Girls Gone Wild videos 
when I think of a party school," Jurs said. "We are not [in 
college) to drink and party and flash people." 
Army personnel prove 
diverse, dedicated 
Educators discuss merits 
of GPA-based scholarships 
0 Students who enlist 
get up to $17,000 to 
$18,000 spending cash 
By ShlvangJ Potdar 
Northern Star (Northern Illinois U.) 
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, 111.- With 
countless United States Army men and 
women risking their lives in Iraq, and 
many more still likely to be called up, it 
is important to understand just who 
makes up the Army. 
The United States Army consists of 
the active duty soldiers, U.S. Army 
Reserves and the National Guardsmen. 
Reserves and National Guardsmen 
train one weekend a month and have 
two weeks of annual training whereas 
active duty is a full-time job. 
The Keserves and National Guard 
both P'•Y college tuition for studenlll, 
but in the National Guard, the moner. 
can only be: uwd toward a stale schoo . 
"Student, get up to S 17,000 to 
\ l k,(J(.I(J ~pending ca!lh a year, af'ttr 
room and board," said S*t. Steven 
Maki, an Arrny recn•iler. '(Kcserves 
and Natiunal OuMdsl can go to school 
full time an<l huve a joh; it 's a more 
flexible pro~am " 
Aaron 0 Claire, a Northern lll intJiq 
UnivetJity s~mi~~r public health und 
biol~y majut, ~pe•rt five year. AI n fu ll-
time JOb on IICiive duly uml l~ currently 
In the Navy Re1erve~ 
"If I went to college right after high 
school , I'd fai l out," O'Ciaire said. "I 
needed a little discipline." 
The National Guardsmen are state 
mi litia and the active duty soldiers are 
the first line of defense while the 
reserves are a support group. 
"Active duty is the job they enlist to 
do for two to six years," Maki said. 
The Reserves and active duty sol-
diers are controlled by the federal gov-
ernment while the National Guard is a 
state funded program that answers to 
the state governor. 
The Reserve Officer Training Corps 
trains officers for all branches of the 
U.S. military- Army, Navy, Air Force, 
Marine Corps and Coast Guard. The 
ROTC on campus commissions Army 
officers. 
The enlisted personnel are the people 
who make sure work gets done whcre-
U!I the officers supervise everything, 
Maki said. 
"We urc !ruining the leadership of the 
Anny; the oflicer corps," suid Stephen 
l'aync, professor of mllitury science. 
"Students in the ROTC arc nun· 
dcployublc," l'uync said. "Ther, nrc not 
in the Army 'ti l they grnduutc. ' 
The United Stulc~ Army is un unny 
of' the people because the reserves und 
Nationul < luard comes right of' out of 
the pcuplc, l'nync suld. 
"You dun'l wunl u j!r<IUIJ of people 
lhutthhoks dlllercntly from the pcuplc," 
l•nync ~nld . "'11uot '8 whnl yom huvc In 
frlltJ." 
0 Study reveals scholar-
ships help affluent students 
ByKaUe Aynn 
Daily Trojan (U. Southern Galifornia) 
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES- While some 
experts suggest that merit scholarships 
award only top students, others say basing 
merit on SAT scores or GPA may favor afflu-
ent students. 
"USC offers merit-based scholarships 
partially to attract high-achieving students 
to the university and also to make the cost of 
attendance more affordable," Laurel Tew, 
director of the Office of Admissions at the 
University of Southern California, said in an 
e-mail. "Mnny highly selective schools 
[such as Stanford] don't offer merit scholar-
ships because they have found that students 
will select them regardless of cost." 
Merit-based scholarships nrc given to 
students with the highest GPA und SAT 
scores, who ulso huvc good rccommundn-
tlons, honors rnnkings und extrncurriculnr 
activities. An e~suy nnd interview ure ulso 
required. 
Ncurly I 0 percent of the USC student 
!Judy hns either qunrter-, hnlf~ or full-
tuition merit scholarships. 
Stun ford Unlvcn~ity lUtd the Ivy LclltjUC unl· 
vcrsltlc~ do nut uOcr mcrit-busctl scholul'llhlps. 
Stunlord 's Nludcnl body Is 11 .6 percent 
blnck, IO.J percent lllspunlu, 23.4/Jerccnt 
A~lnn u higher pcrccntngc of slut cnts of 
color thnn US nnd Oostun llnlvcrsity, 
huth of' which ul1br merit suhnlnrshlps to 
their lncoon ln11 lrcshonun elMs. 
Merit schulnrshlp JJro11rnons "put n lot of 
money behind kids who don't need it and 
already are doing well," Patrick Cal lan, presi-
dent of the San Jose, Calif.-based National 
Center for Public Policy and Higher 
Education, told the San Jose Mercury News. 
In a 2002 study by the Civil Rights Project 
at Harvard University, researchers reviewed 
12 state-led merit schqlarship programs and 
showed that not only did the scholarships 
help primarily affluent students, but also 
they dropped college accessibility to black 
and Hispanic students. 
While USC administrators said that 
measuring students' merit by GPA and SAT 
may correlate with the student's economic 
status, those who receive the scholarships 
come from diverse backgrounds. 
"Students in general with high SATs and 
GPAs come from a higher economic envi-
ronment because of c:Kposure to good 
schools, tmvc:ling ... and their parents have 
gone to school," said Michael Jnckson. 
vice president for Student AO"airs. 
"Academic achievement sometimes can 
be rclutcd to n student 's linancinl sitnntion, 
but thnt Is not nlwnys the cnsc," 'few added. 
M011y of the scholarship recipients nre nlsu 
eligible lor nt:c:d·bnscd uid b..'l:llt~c uf their 
tiuuily's economic drcumsli\n~cs, 1~w s11id. 
John Dreher, USC 11-mdut~tc so.:huul's 
nssoclntc dcnn, snid merit schulnrships 11re 
neccssnry to nttrnct top students, tout j udi· 
lrtl!lhe qunllty of 11 student hosed on sc,,res 
will no111ivc thc.l wlmlc pictut"'l. 
"We hnvc tu hlttk nt the cuul'l!es ttlken 1111d 
whn Wl'\tte the rectlltUltCilliAtlmts," Dt~htr 
~nld. "Thel'l' nre mnt~· thhll!c Y\1\11\lll\(l\lple 
huvc uccumpllshc,l tlmt will )end to th\lm 
l.lclnl! succc~stltlln '"'llej!e. You h11\'\l tt' tlnd 
thln11~ thAt sh11w tenadty 11nd :ltn!tll!lh." 
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Featuring: FAMILY TREE @ spm 
Special Guest: THUMP 
Thursday, April 24, 2003 
Show Time 6:30pm - 10pm 
Open Mic Sign Up 6prn6:30prn in in the 
Conaway Center. fi rst come t1rst serve. 
Hosted by SONNY DAZE 
Free Food, Free Admission. 
Free Fun. Free Your MincJ 
Periorrnance and Admission Guideltnes 
1\t least one person in the performance group 
rnust !)e a Co!umb1a College Chicago Student 
with a valid spring 2003 Colwnbia Coliege ID. 
Conaway Center 
11.04 S. Wabash 
Cl1icago. IL 60605 
wv-,-vv.co!um.edu/ hokin 
phone: 312··344·7188 
Sponsored by C-Spaces. a division of Student 
Affairs Funded by Student Activity Fees 
Columbia co~ lEGE c ,, , c ... G c 
SPECIAL 
OPEN MIC 
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c·spaces presents * Celebrating 
A six-week-long festival 
of works and panel discussions In all media. STRONG WOMEN 
March 17- May 2, 2003 
2 Exhibitions, Panel Discussions, Film Screenings and 








Artist lillr. Samom BniiSiey 
Gi<~ W!l,:j::': Gal:ct~ 




MQocfay Documentary Sed!!$ • 




Moooay Document.lry Series -








Beauty Myth In the Media 
1·3pno 
SCREENING 
1M Pill. A PBS Document.lry 
~o~l:1 Gc.::lt;~)' 
....... 





F!ction nnd Poetry • bout 
Women's Experience. 
Hosteosed lrJ Barrie Co!e. 
HoJ...;:: ~.;sre:y 
"'As a 14'0-IJ?Wll have 
no counrry. A.s a 
WOfflbfll'lY CO!JIJ:ty is 









The Lady Show 
ln:A!·A.'tS SVY.se~t Pef.Ofrt'~:':M 





















e x h i bitions 
An installation that celebrates each First Lady 
in American history. 
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum: 
Barbara WYnn Bansley 
March 28 • May 2 
March 28 5-Bpm Opening Reception 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
Hoi<in Gallery & Anr.ec 623 S. WallaSh ht Aoor, Chiea~ 
Gla$$ CUrtain Gellery & Conaway Center 1104 s. Wabash. 1st Floor, ChiCago 
... ww.colum.edu\spaces, Strong Women HoHine 312/344-7696 
MU LIEBRAL 
Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago 
explore female identity. 
Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major 
Kathryn Lovesky 
March 20 • April 12 
March 20 5-7pm Opening Reception 
Hokin Gallery 
Si»'lSOred by C.Spaoes and StU<Jent Activities, diV!sloos of StUdent Affai!S, funded 
by St!Jdent activity fees: Pr1<1e. a student otganlzation, Oe;>artment of Film ar.d 
Video -The Rabiger DocumMtart Center, The Fiction Wnting DepanmenL Journalism 
Department, Interdisciplinary Arts DopaMteflt and the Columb:a Chronicle. 
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And Dean Doreen makes three 
As the old adage goes, "It's not what you 
know, it's who you know." At Columbia, 
such a motto rings true. Then again, it's true 
in most workplaces, here and elsewhere. 
As reported in this edition of the 
Chronicle, Doreen Bartoni-the former act-
ing dean of the School of Media Arts-was 
promoted to the position of permanent dean 
on April II. 
Bartoni is well-qualified and already 
familiar with the school, but Columbia 
should have saved some of our tuition money 
and announced her promotion months, even 
years, ago. . 
Associated with the college for almost 
two decades, Bartoni has been a full-time fac-
ulty member since 1987, holding the posi-
tions of assistant chair and acting co-chair in 
the Film and Video Department. 
Bartoni herself is not the problem. 
It's the expensive and time-consuming 
process in which Bartoni was selected that 
gives rise to serious questions. 
Since Columbia reorganized into four 
schools of study in 200 I, three of the appoint-
ed deans were already on the college payroll. 
Cheryl Johnson-Odim was appointed to 
the permanent dean position in the School of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences in May of 2002-
she. too was acting dean at the time. Last 
month, the School of Fine and Performing 
Arts got a permanent dean: Leonard Lehrer, 
who was-you guessed it- the former acting 
dean and a chair of the Art Department. 
Both were appointed. No search commit-
tees. No competition. 
In the case of Bartoni, Columbia-or 
should we say students (via tuition dollars}-
spent exorbitant amounts of cash to fly three 
qualified candidates to Chicago for inter-
views and presentations in front of the college 
body. In the end, the selection process was 
completely worthless. History, once again, 
repeated itself. 
It would be fair to say Columbia is hiring 
from within due to the college's stellar facul-
ty members. 
Why look to Boston or Seattle, after all, 
when the best candidate may be right down 
the hall? It's natural. But, as in the past, 
Columbia ultimately taps its own resources 
for most of the big hires. 
Meanwhile, the college can somehow 
step outside Columbia for the small hires-
like the recent selection of Nancy Day as 
chair of the Journalism Department. 
Indeed, Bartoni was the only candidate 
with actual experience in film- the largest 
and most visible of Columbia's programs, 
and the one with a national reputation for 
excellence. The committee did not bother to 
include even a single candidate with experi-
ence in film, making the choice of Bartoni 
clear cut. 
The selection procedure for the School of 
Media Arts was arguably the most important 
to Columbia. Along with the Film and Video 
Department, the School of Media Arts is the 
largest in the college, and includes Academic 
Computing; Audio Arts and Acoustics; 
Interactive Multimedia; Journalism; 
Marketing Communications; Radio and 
Television. 
And, whether or not Bartoni is the best 
candidate for the spot, Columbia's hiring 
process operates in direct contradiction to its 
open admissions policy for students. If there 
is some kind of requirement-if the school 
must search for a new dean-then perhaps it 
is time to change that requirement before 
more money is wasted. 
If there is such a wonderful resource 
already at the school, even effectively already 
in the position, then what was Columbia 
doing wasting more of its increasingly pre-
cious· monetary resources on a search that 
ended within our own walls? 
'Garner' -ing the wrong man for the job 
The streets of Baghdad are in chaos. 
There are fires, looting. and mounds of trash 
on the streets .  Basic needs like medical care, 
clean water and electricity are not being met. 
Although Saddam has been driven from 
power, the Iraqi people are still suffering. 
Some Iraqis are growing frustrated with 
the situation. Firas Ibrahim, 30, told The New 
York Times "Now we are satisfied that 
Saddam Hussein has left. But if this situation 
keeps up, we will all become volunteer 
Fedayeen (Hussein's militia]. This situation is 
too much to bear." 
While it's true that only a few weeks have 
passed and rebuilding Iraq will take many 
years, the future of the newly liberated coun-
try is not as bright as Bush has made it seem. 
Retired U.S. General Jay Garner has been 
chosen by the Pentagon to be the postwar 
governor of Iraq. He will be the man in 
charge of establishing civil order and provid-
ing aid to the Iraqi people. But he already has 
several black marks against him. 
Fint, Garner has drawn criticism from 
Arab leaders. They worry about his credibili-
ty because, in 2000. Garner signed a state-
ment by the Jewish Institute for National 
Sealrity Affairs. Arab leaders have a problem 
with that 5tatement because it said the Israeli 
military Mc:xercised remarkable restraint" 
when they WCTC: dealing with the Palestinian 
authorities' atr01:ious actions. 
Choosing Gamer seems like an ill(;rediblc 
misstep by the American aovernmcnt. The 
postwar gnvqnor should be someone who 
not only can re510re peace to Iraq, but can 
~JO work with neighboring countries to 
~~MUTe pc:au onec a new govemmcm takes 
~cr. It ;, unlikely thai Gamer will be able to 
w<H'k with nearby countries when they 
already disappr~c of him. 
evm ir another pmon had been clloM:n, 
WC:UHful rewmtrU~o:tiC'nl would not be 
~ured. J~ look 11 the Hprogrcu" In 
Afghanistan since the United States drove the 
Taliban out of. power. 
Afghanistan is still in crisis, and without a 
basic working government, 16 months after 
the end of the Taliban's rule. With a military 
that has been split by factional ism, an 
untrained police force and a religiously con-
servative justice system, the political situa-
tion is so dire that talks of rebuilding 
Afghanistan have gotten away from repairing 
infrastructure and humanitarian aid. U.S. pol-
icymakers have found the greatest need is to 
develop a working government and to broad-
en· its power beyond the capital city of Kabul. 
Despite this, the U.S. government contin-
ues to spend millions to train the new Afghan 
army. 
Though many Afghans praise the 
increased security American troops have 
brought, there is increasing criticism of the 
reconstruction efforts. 
Life hasn't changed much for the Afghan 
women. Repressed by the Taliban govern-
ment, many women continue to wear the 
burka even under the rule for fear of insults or 
threats. The rights given to women after the 
fall of the Tali ban are beginning to be taken 
away again by ultraconservatives inside the 
government. Outside Kabul, where there is 
less security and laws are ignored. many 
women are raP.=d or face physical violence. 
And young illfiS are often married for their 
downcs to help their poor families. 
What happened to the image of the smil-
ina Af~an woman throwina off her burkn 
and eruoying her new freedom? Whut hap-
pened to liberatlna the Afjlhan people'! 
If the U.S. government truly wants to lib-
erate the Iraqi people, It must do more thM 
drive out Snddam's regime. The aovcmment 
must look bock and le11m from the problems 
It focc:s In Afllhanistan. If the United Stotoa 
doesn't learn 1tom that ilhulltlon, Iraq's peo-
ple may not be mU~o:h better off. 
COLUMBIA 
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Blagejovich drives budget down deficit road 
By Christopher Wills 
The Associated Press 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP}-Stuck 
with a massive deficit that someone else 
created, Gov. Rod Blagojevich could 
have used his first budget address to 
break his campaign promise and call for a 
major tax increase. Or, the new governor 
could have used it as an opportunity to 
transform the state government, propos-
ing to completely change the services it 
offers and the way they are delivered. 
Instead, Blagojevich wants to raise a 
bunch of fees and increase a few taxes 
here and there. He combines minor agen-
cies, promises new efficiencies and trims 
spending practically everywhere. He 
counts on money that may never materi-
alize, and plans to borrow even more. 
The proposal suggests that despite his 
talk of ending business as usual, 
Blagojevich has picked up a few budget-
ing techniques from the Republican gov-
ernors who preceded him. 
His critics said the Democratic gover-
nor ducked the tough decisions and set-
tled for a plan that guarantees the state 
will face another deficit next year. 
"We're just going to be mortgaging 
the future based on solving the problem 
today, and I don 't think that's what people 
want," suid Sen. Frank Watson (R-
Greenville). 
Supporters said Blogojevich mana!Jed 
to deal with the immediate $5 billion 
deficit, take some steps toward long-term 
financial health and buy time to muke 
more improvements. 
"I think It was a very commonsense, 
down-to-ellrth effort to dill U!l out of a 
very deep fln1111cial hole without raising 
tho Income tax or the 1111les tax," sold Rep. 
Oary Hanni& (O.Litchllold), top budget 
neaotlntor for the House DamOill'lts. 
The $52.4 billion bud11ct proflOI!&I 
certainly contAins some bold ld · II· 
ing the state's Chicago headquarters isn't 
for the timid. Others changes, if they per-
form as billed, reduce the state's chances 
of sliding into the red again. 
Blagojevich's budget director, John 
Filan, acknowledges that the proposal 
contains few sweeping changes. But the 
danger is that it gives everyone something 
to hate. However, the advantage is that it 
reduces the chances of any single, power-
ful group being unalterably opposed. 
Take business groups. They dislike 
the fee and tax increases that Blagojevich 
proposed, but they arc relieved he didn't 
call for bigger tax changes affecting more 
companies. While they may lobby against 
some pieces. they seem unlikely to lead a 
crusade against the budget proposal. 
Blagojexich revealed his spending 
plan in a 93-minute speech that, at times. 
sounded like he was still running for 
office. 
Also, some parts of the speech might 
leave listeners a little confused. 
Blagojevich often talked about reduc-
tions-$69.7 million nt the Department 
of Corrections, for instance. But the 
department's budget would actually 
increase by $70 million. What the gover-
nor apparently meant is that he cut spend· 
ing in some agency programs and put the 
money hack into others that he c:onsiders 
more vnlunblc. 
Whatever the languaae he used. 
Bl~ojcvich ol'fun:d lnwmakers a plan for 
gettn'l! buck onto solid lillWlCiol ground. 
·n,cy muy question it. but they will have 
u hard time opposh'l! it without offcrina 
alternatives of their own- romethina no 
ooo Is engcr to do. 
"Th11 lelllslnture Is never known tbr 
moldna touah dedslons unl we'~~: 
really, really squeezed by the aowmor," 
said Sen. K1rk Dillard, (R· HIMdale). "So 
I think wllllt yuu see toda,y will be vtl') 
010841 ltl II llnal bll141!print, 'The ao~n1t\f 
drivos !he budjJet train." 
April21,2003 Connnentary 
The mother bomb is a bit too much 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
The Pentagon said on April 10 that a 
new MOAB super bomb may be used in 
future battles in the war. According to the 
April 12 issue of the Chicago Tribune, this 
new weapon is considered the most destruc-
tive non-nuclear weapon in the U.S. arsenal. 
Referred to as the "Mother of All Bombs," 
it is 30 feet long, carries 90 tons of explo-
sives and is guided by a global-
positioning system. Because of its 
weight, it has to be carried by a C-
130 cargo plane rather than the air-
craft used in the war thus far. 
" It would essentially vaporize 
everything," said Rear Adm. (Ret.) 
Stephen Baker in the article. Baker 
is a senior fellow at the 
Washington-based Center for 
Defense Information and was the 
chief of operations in the 1991 war. 
(Is it j ust me, or are connections 
with the previous war popping up 
everywhere?) 
Although it has not yet been 
approved for use, the MOAB was 
tested in Florida on March II. 
So far, the United States has 
been using the BLU-82, or "Daisy 
Cutter," bomb. But apparently, it's 
not good enough anymore. We 
need bigger, better weapons 
because Iraq is just too powerful 
and sneaky. 
The "Daisy Cutter," now called 
the "dumb bomb" because of the 
new one, was developed for use in 
the Vietnam War to clear areas for helicop-
ters to land; its blast goes sideways to avoid 
creating craters in the ground. But the 
MOAB does dent into the earth. According 
to Baker, it creates temperatures over 8,500 
degrees Fahrenheit and massive shock 
waves. It is, after all, the mother of all 
bombs. 
Why in the world do we need a weapon 
such as the MOAB? We have been doing 
fine with our existing weapons. Instead, 
money is being spent on unnecessary 
destructive devices as the economy falls, 
public school systems crumble and taxes 
inch higher. 
Bush doesn't just like to win; he likes 
waving his big toys around. Unfortunately, 
we have to pay for those toys. And sacri-
fices are made in order to do so. 
What is the point of this war, anyway? 
Supposedly one of the main reasons the 
United States went to war was to find 
weapons of mass destruction that Saddam 
was hiding. We haven't found any. 
Saddam hasn't even used chemical weapons 
like we were so sure he would. 
So the United States has turned to 
bribery. The Tribune reported April 14 that 
U.S. soldiers would provide food and neces-
sities to the Iraqi people in hopes that it 
would encourage them to share what infor-
mation they may have. 
It's sad that we' ve sunk so low as to use 
food to bribe starving people. Sometimes 
those expensive toys just don't do the trick. 
Now the United States has overthrown 
Saddam and left the Iraqi people without a 
government. White House envoy Zalmay 
Khalilzad said, April 14, that the United 
States has "no interest, absolutely no inter-
est, in ruling Iraq." 
We take out their president and leave 
them with no power. We obviously didn' t 
think that plan all the way through. 
And while Americans have been assured 
that this war wasn't about oil, we have 
seized every one of Iraq's oil fields. It is 
really the only thing we have successfully 
completed. Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld said that the U.S. military has 
even shut down a pipeline used for illegal 
oil shipments from Iraq to Syria. 
A lot of attention has been given to 
Syria lately. Tensions have been rising due 
to fears that the United States will soon 
invade the country. 
"There is no war plan to go and attack 
someone else, either for the purpose of 
overthrowing their leadership or for the pur-
pose of imposing democratic values," said 
John 
Secretary of State Colin Powell at an April 
15 news conference. Let's hope Syria does-
n' t have any hidden oil fields. 
Now that the war is winding down, 
France is easing its mean face and trying to 
repair ties with America. President Chirac is 
now discuss ing postwar issues about Iraq 
with Bush. Could France be compromising 
its stance because of fear? Maybe. They 
probably heard about our MOAB super 
bomb. 
It's apparent that Bush ignored the ral-
lies for peace as opposed to war. But his 
approach to a solution is a smack in the face 
to those who wish for peace. Instead of 
talking, compromising or trying to figure 
out a quiet solution, he is creating his own 
weapons of mass destruction. I can smell 
arrogance and hypocrisy in the air. 
Gym displaces housing for homeless 
Chris Coates 
News Editor 
homeless inside or along the sidewalk. They 
smiled. 
As things are, upwards of 500 men tem-
porarily or permanently housed in the mission 
He told me he didn't want his picture run- on State Street are treated-as far as the 
ning in the newspaper. Standing on the peach homeless are concerned-pretty well. They 
tiles inside the Pacific Garden Mission's audi- receive food, a bed to sleep in, transportation 
torium, he said he didn't want his family in to the hospital, even dental care twice a 
Chicago knowing he was there. That he was month. 
staying at the mission. That he was homeless. Religion is stressed. It's still the bedrock 
Soon the mission itself will be homeless. of the mission, even after 116 years. 
Replaced by a gym. A gym that puts 500 men In fact, for the men who call 646 S. State 
back on the streets. St. home, some aren't homeless at all. 
But as widespread as panhandling is in Rodney Jordan is staying at the mission as a 
Chicago, the one patch ofland usually void of student in the men's Bible program. Oddly 
such accosting was in front of the mission enough, he thinks the South Loop has a 
itself. There, the would brush the homeless problem. 
...-------''------, 
Brian Morov.lozynski/Chrooicle 
Rodney Jordan is a bible student at the Pacific Garden Mission located 
on 646 S. State St. The mission will soon be replaced by a gym. 
" I take walks 
early in the morn-
ing and I' ll see 
men and women 
s leeping [in] the 
doorways of these 
new condomini-
ums," Jordan said, 
leaning against a 
fil ing cabinet in a 
small office with 
two other gentle-
men. "So you' ll 
see maybe I 0 or 
20 scattered up 
State Street now; 
[with the mission 
closed,] you may 
be see two to three 
hundred." 
Jordan said 
that, in closing the 
mission, the city 
will ultimately foot the bill. Sleeping in alleys 
and doorways, the homeless will be arrested 
for loitering. With no cash for bail, they will 
be forced to ride out the jail time. They pay. 
And we pay. 
"What is a human's life worth?" he asked. 
It would seem that those close to the mis-
sion would be upset about the eviction. 
Perhaps it's their belief in a greater good, or 
their penchant for religion, but those at the 
mission are calm about their inevitable move. 
"Change is growth," Jordan said, pointing 
out that his own mother was evicted from her 
home for the construction of Comiskey Park. 
Jordan's sentiment echoed even with the 
homeless men at the mission. 
"It's time for a change," said Jimmy 
Cocroft, who said he has been staying at the 
Pacific Garden since September. 
"(The mission] tends to create a problem 
for humanity-for the children of tomor-
row," Cocroft said, standing in the auditori-
um of the mission amid the stench of hun-
dreds of un-showered men. "They see the 
criminals. They look and they wonder about 
it. ' What are these people, who are these peo-
ple?"' 
Judging from the 500 or so men at the 
mission, "they" are ominously normal. 
Some, of course, are stereotypically home-
less. Others, meanwhile, look as though they 
could be one of us, or me. 
In the end, I just hope the students at 
Jones College Prep learned a little some-
thing during their bumpy tenure beside the 
mission. The fact is, human beings are, in 
some small way, continually willing to lend 
a hand to those lost in the shuffle of life. 
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FOCA necessary for 
students' future 
MSNBC reported April 17 that a sur-
vey conducted by the Pew Internet and 
American Life Project found that 42 per-
cent of Americans don't use the Internet. 
So it was with amazement and extreme 
disappointment that I read in the April 14 
article of the Chronicle of the recom-
mendation being made to eliminate 
Foundations of Computer Applications 
as a required course. Amazement that 
this decision may be based on a belief 
that Columbia students "are well-versed 
in computers" while national statistics 
clearly demonstrate otherwise, and dis-
appointment that a liberal arts require-
ment can be eliminated with such appar-
ent lack of understanding of the scope 
and objectives of this course. If you 
agree that Columbia students "are well-
versed in computers," aren't students 
also "well-versed" in the English lan-
guage? Why not eliminate the two 
English composition requirements as 
well? 
I have been teaching Foundations of 
Computer Applications since 1995. 
During this time I have seen an increase 
in student' s exposure to computers. Most 
students have used e-mail and the 
Internet, but not all. Some students own 
a computer, but not all. Most have used 
some type of word processor and can 
produce basic documents. But few of my 
students have used spreadsheets and 
even fewer have used databases. 
Very few are able to validate Internet 
sources for quality of information and 
authorship. Even fewer know anything 
about the history of the personal comput-
er, the Internet or the basic components 
of a personal computer. The Foundations 
of Computer Applications class provides 
the framework for students to become 
"well-versed." For those students who 
do come to Columbia "well-versed " 
there is a proficiency exam that c~ 
waive this class as a requirement. 
Removing Foundations of Computer 
Applications as a requirement complete-
ly disregards an American society cur-
rently experiencing a digital divide of 
"haves" and "have-nots," and also fails 
to support the college goal of providing 
an enlightened liberal education. Why is 
Columbia not considering expanding, 
instead of eliminating, the computer and 
technology requirements for its students, 
like many universities and colleges that 
require students to own a computer? 
We live in a society growing increas-
ingly dependent on technology- person-
al computer technology. In this environ-
ment, people are being judged more and 
more, both professionally and personal-
ly, by their personal computer "fluency." 
Columbia students should be assured 
Commentary 
COWMBIA'S VOICES 
that they will graduate with the highest 
level of fluency that they are able to 
achieve, and not simply be satisfied with 
maintaining the knowledge they may or 
may not have had when they entered the 
college. 
I sincerely hope that additional dis-
cussion and fact gathering will occur 
before any further actions are taken to 
remove Foundations of Computer 
Applications as a requirement. 
Benjamin Scheie 
Faculty/Academic Computing 
Foreign policy suffers 
from 'roid' rage 
What do Dick Cheney, Jeb Bush, 
Paul Wolfowitz and Donald Rumsfeld all 
have in common? Sure they are all · 
Republicans, but what most people don't 
know is that they are all part of the neo-
conservative think-tank, "The Project for 
a New American Century." If you find 
yourself wondering why our foreign pol-
icy is currently on steroids, maybe you 
should go to www.newamericancentu-
ry.org and read the document entitled, 
"Rebuilding America's Defenses: 
Strategies, Forces and Resources for a 
New Century." 
It basically outlines how America 
should become a dominant global force 
through a series of regime changes in 
countries from Iraq to Syria and even 
China! The document (written in 
September 2000) even declares that in 
order to accomplish their goals, there 
will need to be a new Pearl Harbor. This 
is a must read for anyone who thinks we 
are "liberating" Iraq out of the goodness 
of our hearts or who still believes the 
official 9111 story. 
Eugene Fleichmann 
Senior/Film 
Peace in the Middle 
East has a price 
If you want to be patriotic, you have 
to support the Constitution of the United 
States before you support a president 
who has stepped on it without a second 
thought. According to Article I, Section 
8 of the U.S. Constitution, the legislature 
has the ability to declare war, not the 
president. If the legislature passes this 
power to the executive branch in a bill 
(which is what happened) that bill 
should be declared unconstitutional by 
the Supreme Court. Nowhere in the 
Constitution is a branch of government 
given the ability to sign away its jobs to 
another branch. Such a provision would 
render the system of checks and balances 
obsolete. So anyone who supports the 
war on Iraq also supports a war on the 
balance of power in our government, 
which doesn't seem very patriotic. 
John Duffy 
Senior/Film 













Constitution is our 
patriotic duty 
Already, many Americans are claim-
ing victory in Iraq. The real question is 
what does the administration consider 
victory? If victory is simply taking 
Saddam Hussein out of power, we have 
nearly accomplished that. However, if 
we want to achieve real victory, we must 
restore freedom to the Iraqi people. We 
must rebuild Iraq both in infrastructure 
and in government, both of which we 
haven't even started. Iraq is in chaos, 
and democracy cannot nourish in chaos 
or under an imperialistic regime. Please, 
write to the president and Congress and 
tell them to achieve real victory by pro-
viding the resources to rebuild Iraq so 
that democracy can flourish. Then and 








FreJhman!Film & VIdeo 
" I rode around on an ATV 
and *ot muddy u hell in the 
rain. ' 
"I told off my boss at the 
College of DuPagc bookltore 
because be thinks younger 
employees arc below him." 
" I am from Japan, and I 
talked with on American 
classmate for the nrst 
time-It was challcnglna." 
"I threw ur because I drank 
a lot of Vox vodka]last night 
of\er a ciphering session with 
my friends." 
" I acted silly at Evergreen 
PIIIZII." 
Columbia Chronicle 19 
Stop by the Chronicle office, Room 205 Wabash Building, 
to pick up a complimentary ticket to see the ONMYOJI 
at the Pipers Alley Theatre on Tuesday, April22. 
P1oneer •~uiO•n _..,., ""'"~~,r.uR.otr.t..,., l.,,..,, • ..,., COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
sound. vision. soul 
Rules: No purchase necessary. Tickets are first come, 
first served and available while supplies last. 
Limit one ticket per person. Employees of all promotional 
partners and their agencies are not eligible. 
OPENS IN CHICAGO ON APRIL 2.5! 
20 Columbia chronicle April21,2003 
Columbia College/ 
Children's Memorial Hospital 
Blood• 
•Drive 
Tuesday, May 13 
1 :00-7:00 pm 
Community Lounge at 
the Residence Center 
731 S. Plymouth Ct. 
Chicago, ll 60605 
.For An Appointment Call: Student Health Center 312.344.6830 
731 S. Plymouth Ct., lower level 
Sponsored by. Chikhn'a Men1c>MI Hoopital, Student Health CemO<, Ollice ol Student Le-rahip, ond SGA 
New lifestyle. Same you. 
Affordable hllthrtse lu.xuryl Steps from COlumbia! • Homey, spacious aparunents with luxury features • Floor-to-ceiling windows 
• Steps from tlie Loop, Grant Park:, the Lake, Soldier Field, Bucklrigham Fountain, museums, restaurants and the Auditorium Theatre 
• lniloor pool. rwo sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaiT • Laundry facllltles • Indoor parking • Incredible views 
• 2 East Eighth St. • Open Monday-Friday, 10·6; Saturday, 11 ·5; Sunday 12·5. (312) 939-7000. 
ConvertJblu from $845/mo. One bedroom~ from $1040/mo. 1\vo bedrooms l'rom $1340/mo. I month f'ree rent for May move-Ins. 
Pr1ces and avallabUity subject to change. Photo does not depict actual npnrunent. 
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Zlggy Marley, son of legend Bob Marley, released his first solo album, 
the politically-conscious 'Dragonfly,' on April 15. 
Ziggy Marley flies 
into important issues 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
David "Ziggy" Marley, reggae 
legend Bob Marley's eldest son, 
talks of a utopian world where 
everyone loves one another-he's 
a Rastafarian, after a ll. Whether 
discussing his first solo album, 
Dragonfly, released April JS·, or 
the conflicts in the Middle East, 
Marley's comments are a lways 
open-ended and idealistic. 
The following is an excerpt 
from a telephone conversation the 
Grammy-winning artist did from 
his Los Angeles apartment. 
Q. The a lb um's first song 
"Dragonfly" is about looking at 
the world through tbe eyes of 
animals. Is there a ny reason you 
chose a d ragonfly? And, what 
does that symbolize? -
A. One day I went out and me 
and a dragonfly carne face to face 
with each other. I was admiring it 
and checking it out, and at the 
same time, I'm thinking what the 
dragonny was thinking, looking 
at me-like what's going through 
this little creature's mind when it 
looks at me as a human being. So 
it's written from that perspec-
tive ... ! decided to call the album 
Dragonfly because of that experi-
ence-it was so much fun for me. 
I've heard that the dragonfly rep-
resents inner beauty in some cul-
tures. 
Q. Do you think tbe dragonfly 
looks at man in a positive light? 
A. The song is about [dragon-
Hies) wondering what's wrong 
with us. These creatures that we 
are, to them, we must be crazy 
because we are the most destruc-
tive beings on earth. With all of 
the other beings on earth, from the 
microscopic life to us, we are the 
most destructive in terms of 
destroying nature. So I think they 
are wondering what kind of 
strange beings are destroying 
earth. 
Q. What inspired you to write 
about the Israeli/Palestinian 
conllict on your song "Shalom 
Salaam"? 
A. I felt sorrow and I felt angry 
that finding peace was such a hard 
issue, where to go to war is so 
easy. It is so easy for us to take 
life, yet for us to find peace is the 
hardest thing. I think it should be 
vice versa. So I am very sorrowful 
of the situation and very upset that 
the political leaders cannot find a 
way for peace. It 's kind of mind-
boggling to me. In my opinion, 
they should forget about the 
whole [land] issue and live 
together as one people and just 
share the land, and make sure 
everyone has human rights, jus-
tice and equality. It can't be that 
hard. It's my point of view that 
justice will only come when 
there's peace. More bloodshed 
and more war will only cause 
more war, more reason to fight. 
You kill my people, I want to kill 
your people. It's an endless cycle. 
Q. Do you think religions are 
constraining? 
A. I think people manufacture 
rei igions to create their own 
clubs-their own gangs of people 
who think the same way, dress the 
same way, act the same way, while 
creating separation from others 
within the human family. So I 
think religion becomes a tool of 
destruction. I think the purpose of 
God and the purpose of religion 
are two different things. Relig ion 
will divide us and cause us to dis-
like each other because of our dif-
ferences ... ! don't believe there 
should be any more religion. I 
believe the message should be lov-
ing each other. That is the only 
message we need for suppott. 
Q. It's an interesting transi-
tion from the gloomy song 
"Melancholy Mood" into the 
more upbeat "Good O ld Days." 
A. " Melancholy Mood" is a 
reality. It is a place that I am at 
times-most of the times. It's 
not a bad place because it causes 
me to reflect. Now if I was in a 
state of"Good Old Days," which 
See Marley, Page 28 
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Theater Review 
Second City satire with a 'serious' spin 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
Although the acts of9111 are no 
joke, many of the government's 
reactions to it are. These events 
have caused Americans to take a 
closer look at our lives, our culture 
and our leadership. Second Ci:y 's 
new main-stage production, "No, 
Seriously, We're All Gonna Die," 
which opened April 13, is the col-
laborative result of such evalua-
tion. It is a hi larious angle on what 
it is to be American today. 
The cast of "No, Seriously, 
We're All Gonna Die" includes 
Brian Boland, Debra Downing, 
Martin Garcia, David Pompeii, AI 
Samuels and Abby Sher. It is 
directed by Second City a lum 
David Razowsky. 
The play spends a lot of time 
mocking the American media and 
how we view foreign lands. In one 
skit, the cast members introduce 
themselves as different countries. 
France is portrayed as a bully, 
egging America on, only to flip us 
the bird and shout obscenities. 
Russia, played by the humorous 
Sher, begs for food and talks of its 
povetty. And Mexico complains 
about how America stole its land. 
One skit makes fun of our enter-
tainment industry and how it would 
create a movie based on the events 
of the highjacking of flight 93-the 
flight made famous by Todd 
Beamer saying "let's roll" before 
crashing in Pennsylvania. The 
scene starts off with Beamer, 
played by Garcia, speaking his 
infamous words before getting out 
of his seat and fighting the terror-
ists. As the money-hungry produc-
er, played by Boland, requested 
more takes, the scene gets progres· 
sively commercialized. By the end, 
Garcia holds ·a can of Coke as he 
tries to fight the terrorist, who 
would be played by Jennifer Lopez, 
and the music of Phil Collins pro· 
vides the soundtrack. You can't 
help but laugh, even though the 
reality of such a thing occurring in 
Hollywood isn' t too far off track. 
The entire play pokes fun at 
issues that America should truly be 
embarrassed of. A skit that touches 
upon affirmative action reveals the 
hypocrisy in minorities who dis-
criminate against other minorities. 
Another cracks jokes at group 
therapy and how we all strive for 
attention. And one is a conversa-
tion between two drunks in a bar 
about the problems with children 
and parenting-the humor lies in 
the logic of these drunken hicks. 
Another skit that touches upon 
our trust in other Americans, an 
African-American 50-year-old ex-
con, played by Pompeii, tries to 
rent a room from a young woman, 
played by Sher. In the first run 
through of the scenario, she happi-
ly offers him the apattment even 
after he reveals his history. In the 
far-fetched last run-through of the 
same situation, he stabs her and 
takes the apartment for himself. 
Although they are drastic endings, 
the skit produces a serious ques-
tion about our level of forgiveness, 
trust and paranoia today. 
The most obvious concept that 
this play conveys is the arrogance 
of our country. At one point, it 
suggests we will have no choice, 
but to eventually bomb ourselves. 
Although the play is funny from 
beginning to end, it makes the 
audience question many aspects of 
our nation. 
courtesy 
(Left to right) The cast of 'No, Seriously, We're All Genna Die' is Abby Sher, AI Samuels, Brian Boland, Debra 
Downing, David Pompeii and Martin Garcia. The comedy opened at Second City on April 13. 
Iraq's National Museum looted by citizens 
0 Irreplaceable artifacts date back thousands of years 
By Hamza Hendawl 
Associated Press 
BAGHDAD, Iraq-The famed 
Iraq National Museum, home of 
extraordinary Baby lonian, 
Sumerian and Assyrian collections 
and rare Islamic texts, sat empty 
April 12-except for shattered 
glass display cases and cracked 
pottery bowls that littered the 
floor. 
In an unchecked frenzy of cul-
tural theft, looters who pillaged 
government buildings and busi-
nesses after the collapse of 
Saddam Hussein's regime also tar· 
geted the museum. Gone were 
irreplaceable archaeological trea-
sures from the Cradle of 
Civilization. 
Everything that could be car-
ried out has disappeared from the 
museum-gold bowls and drink-
ing cups; ritual masks worn in 
funerals; elaborately wrought 
headdresses; lyres studded with 
jewels-priceless craftsmanship 
from ancient Mesopotamia. 
"This is the property of this 
nation and the treasure of 7,000 
years of civilization. What does 
this country think it is do ing?" 
asked Ali Mahmoud, a museum 
employee, futility and frustration 
in his voice. 
Much of the looting occurred 
April I 0, according to a security 
guard who stood by helplessly as 
hoards broke into the museum 
with wheelbarrows and carts and 
stole priceless jewelry, clay 
tablets and manuscripts. 
Left behind were row upon row 
of empty glass cases--some 
smashed, others left intact-
heaps of crumbled pottery and 
hunks of broken statues scattered 
across the exhibit floors. 
Sensing its treasures could be 
in peril, museum curators secretly 
removed antiquities from their 
display cases before the war and 
placed them into storage vaults-
but to no avail. The doors of the 
vaults were opened or smashed, 
and everything was taken, 
museum workers said. That led 
one museum employee to suspect 
that others fami liar with the 
museum may have participated in 
the theft. 
"The fact that the vaults were 
opened suggests that employees 
of the museum may have been 
involved," said an employee, who 
declined to be identified. "To 
[ordinary] people, these are just 
stones. Only the educated know 
the value of these pieces." 
Gordon Newby, a historian and 
professor of Middle Eastern stud-
ies at Emory University in 
Atlanta, said the museum's most 
famous holding might have been 
tablets with Hammurabi 's 
Code---{)ne of mankind's earliest 
codes of law. It could not be 
determined whether the tablets 
were at the museum when the war 
broke out. 
Other treasures believed to be 
housed at the musewn--such as 
the "Ram in the Thicket from Ur," 
See Museum, Page 28 
Photo courtesy of llP Fims 
In 'Raising Victor Vargas.' Grandma (Aitagracia Guzman, far right) forces her grandchildren, (clockwise from left to right) Vicki (Krystal Rodriguez), Nino (Silvestre Ras uk) and Victor 
Vargas (Victor Rasuk) to light candles, s ignifying a new beginning. 
Director confident in 'Victor Vargas' 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Few coming-of-age films can 
register both on dramatic and 
comedic levels; one aspect usu-
ally outweighs the other. 
However, Raising Victor 
Vargas, director Peter Sollen's 
debut feature film, works on 
both levels . 
Based around an overly confi-
dent and hormonally challenged 
Latino ( 19-year-old Victor 
Rasuk as Victor Vargas), the 
film is the story of Vargas' trans-
formation from a budding wom-
anizer into a mature young man. 
Vargas' change comes after 
meeting Judy Ramirez (Judy 
Marte) at the neighborhood 
pool. At first she wants nothing 
to do with Vargas and his cocky 
attitude, but when he stans to 
open up to her, she in turn opens 
up to him. 
In an interview last week at 
Chicago's Hotel 71, Sollett said 
the film retains an aura of 
authentici ty because it was 
filmed with amateur actors. (For 
example, Altagracia Guzman, 
who plays Victor's grandma, is 
a seamstress who once designed 
dresses for Nancy Reagan; 
Kevin Rivera, who plays 
Victor's friend Harold, is cur-
rently studying to be a physical 
education teacher). 
Sollett said he also held 
improvisational sessions in pre-
production, allowing for the cast 
to construct a natural dialogue. 
Speaking of his interview 
companions, the film's two 
leads, Rasuk and Marte, Sollett 
added, "There's no better 
experts on the subject matter 
than these guys." 
what you mean very well." 
Asked whether Rasuk was the 
inspiration behind Vargas' char-
acter, Sollett said, "Vic had a 
very confident side when he was 
a little kid," Sollett said. "I think 
the kid that Vargas turns into has 
something in common with 
Vic." 
but I' m not." 
"I could write you some dia-
logue," Sollett said jokingly. 
They said that although they 
wouldn't rule out working 
together in the future. they all 
want to do different things. 
The three had worked togeth-
er previously on Sollett's short 
film, Five Feet High and Rising, 
which won the Jury Prize for 
Short Filmmaking at the 2000 
Sundance Film Festival. And 
while they were all new to the 
process of promoting a film, the 
interview was like hanging out 
with a group of friends. 
Sollett then said to Rasuk: 
After a mention of the Latino 
Film Festival that concluded last 
week, Rasuk said, "The film 
will be well received by Latinos. 
As for everyone seeing it-
every Latino seeing it- we hope 
so, but so far, from who's seen 
it, it' s been getting very positive 
feedback.." 
"You should say." 
Asked how the process was 
going, Marte said after a pause : 
" I don't know what to say. I 
don't know what he's talking 
about," Rasuk. said. 
"We're talking about what 
you do or do not have in com-
mon with Victor Vargas," Sollett 
said. 
"Pretty good." 
"It's not necessarily in our 
natural tendencies, if I can be so 
bold and speak for all of us," 
Sollett said. "Making a film is 
[the way) they express their 
ideas and their feelings." 
He added, " It's difficult to say 
Rasuk said, "He has a very 
huge confidence with the oppo-
site sex and we're going through 
the same thing now. I'm not as 
confident as he is. I wish I was, 
Marte said: "Putting culture 
and race aside, I think every-
body tends to like the film, to 
appreciate it for what it is." 
'Raising l'ictor Vargas ' 
opened for a limited engage-
ment on April 18 . . 
Burns delivers a good con 
By Pollna Goldshteln 
Contributing Writer 
Edward Burns is a successful movie 
director, producer, writer and actor. In 
hi s latest thriller, Burns makes a depar-
ture from his usual good-guy roles by 
playing Joke Vig, 11 slick and c lever con 
man who pulls off unbelievable 
schemes in Confidence, opening in the-
aters Frid11y, April 2S. 
After an unexpected circumstance 
complicates one of Vig's schemes, he 
ends up owing money to the biggest 
crime boss nround, Winston "The 
King" King (Dustin Hoffman). Vlg then 
faces a dilemma : Pay off his debt and 
retire from his con man career or try to 
pull off his most dangerous scheme yet. 
In a recent Interview, Burna said 
"Jake I• nothlnll like I am. II• Is cool 
and cocky. lie Is not playing bf the 
rul11 . That was une rea1on why w11s 
attracted to tho role, because my prevl· 
out rol11 were varlatlonl or who I am. 
I only wl1h I wu u conndcnt u he l1 ." 
11urnt said he doun't chooMo ro les In 
movies he ' d want to dlre~t. lnstend, he 
utua lly chouut to aut In tnovles he'd 
want to wat~h . 
Burns' previous roles include his 
directorial debut The Brothers 
McMullen, Shes the One with Jennifer 
Aniston and Cameron Diaz, Ash 
Wednesday and Steven Spielberg's 
Saving Private Ryan. 
His next film, A So1111d of Tltwnder, is 
currently indost-production. 
Burns sai his first love Is writina, 
and that he only became a dim:tor 
because he couldn't stand giving his 
script to another director. 
Subsequently, Burns said directing 
made him a better actor as well. 
because he Is awlire of what direc:tflrs 
wftnt nctors to do. 
In prcporftllon for the role Burns said 
he didn ' t have to han& out wllh ~ant~· 
sters to pick up their 1\ehavior or tan· 
ljUAIIC· 
"We were t~lven eon•tnlln lliiiJO by 11 
direc tor, ~o we ltnt>w what 11 'hlt' or 11 
'mark' is, but that's a~ut It," Burns 
said 
As different IS this role wu from 
Mythh111 Burnt ha plll,)ed in the put, 
he ~11111 It wun't utllnll.lult ttl 1)(11'1r \ 
"Ax 1111 actor, you are • l:llJl n,.n In 11 
w11y, alwaya pretent1in11. Mt btlna 
yournlr," ht •ald. 
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CD Review 
Trail of Dead 
a 'secret' you 
should know 
By K. Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
... And You Will Know 
Us By the Trail of Dead 
released their latest 
album, The Secret of 
Elena's Tomb on April 
I. Continuing their 
stripped-down, garage-
rock sound, the five-
song CD is an enjoyable 
but brief experience. 
"Mach Schau" mixes 
s lower, moody moments 
with high-energy punk-
style drums before mov-
ing on to the melodic 
"All St. Day." The third 
song, "Crowning of a 
Heart," almost entirely 
instrumental, sounds 
like a three-and-a-half 
minute ending of anoth-
er song-like the band 
forgot the record had 
begun. The best song is 
the soft, quiet "Counting 
Off The Days" which 
features acoustic gui-
tars . 
The limited number 
of songs may disappoint 
some Trail of Dead fans. 
But what they lack in 
song quantity, they 
make up for in CD 
extras. The CD features 
a sketch gallery, three 
videos and connection 
to a special Trail of 
Dead website. 
The sketch gallery has 
several pencil drawings 
of landscapes, street 
scenes and Greco-
Roman statues. 
The three videos are 
for "All St. Day," 
" Relative Ways" and 
"Another Morning 
Stoner." "All St. Day" 
and "Another Morning 
Stoner" are simple per-
formance videos, but the 
"Relative Ways" video, 
with shots of crashing 
waves, Java and smoke-
stacks mixed with shots 
of the band performing 
in temple ruins, looks 
better than any video 
you' ll see on MTV2. 
Fans looking for 
more ... And You Will 
Know Us By the Trail of 
the Dead can check out 
the band live at the 
Metro. 3730 N. Clark 
St., on April 24. 
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A noteworthy novel 
By Marissa Bonamer 
Contributing Writer 
A review of an overlooked, yet 
exceptional. novel of horror and 
romance. 
In Exquisite Corpse, author 
Poppy Z. Brite shows a different 
side of New Orleans, where 
drugs, gay men and murderers 
flow like the dirty Mississippi 
waters. 
In this romantic horror novel, 
two worlds coll ide when Andrew 
Compton and Jay Byrne meet in 
a French Quarter bar. Compton, 
an H'IV-posit ive necrophiliac, 
escapes !Tom an , English prison 
by faking his own death and rises 
again to build a new world for 
himself. 
He journeys to New Orleans 
where he meets Byrne, a canni-
balistic nymphomaniac. He goes 
to a bar hoping to get a fresh kill 
his firSt night in America, but 
instead he meets an equal: "I 
opened my eyes, blinked away a 
brief dazzle of bar lights, and 
beheld the Jove of my life for the 
first time," he says. 
Intrigued, Byrne takes Compton 
home with him where they test 
each other and realize how much 
they are alike. After that, they 
begin to fantasize about a 
Vietnamese boy named Tran, 
whom they must have. Tran is 
stereotypical of all Compton and 
Byrne's victims: alone, thin and 
into various kinds of drugs. He 
left the old rules of his parents 
and tries to find a place to live, 
while his ex-lover, Luke, battles 
with AIDS and spouts diatribes 
on his pirate radio station. 
Together, Compton and Byrne 
take the hopeless runaway and 
prepare to kill him. During their 
process of dismantling Tran, 
Luke foi ls their plans and nar-
rowly escapes their murderous 
hands, leaving the love of his life 
to rot in Byrnes' carcass. In the 
end, both Luke and Compton 
lose the things they thought were 
so important. 
"And so, at what was to have 
been the moment of our greatest 
communion, Jay and I were sep-
arated forever," Brite writes. 
The finale is just as intense as 
the rest of the book and it leaves 
the reader with several different 
ideas of what happened. Not only 
does Brite have great movement 
throughout the story, but she also 
makes the reader become 
attached to the perverse minds of 
her characters. 
Brite, who is also the author of 
Lost Souls and Plastic Jesus, 
shows the Jove of torture in the 
minds of two creatively sick 
killers. Exquisite Corpse, origi-
nally published in I 996, shows 
that Brite is indeed a gifted 
writer. 
It is a novel where, as Brite 
writes, "the sacred and profane 
become one." 
Exquisite Corpse 
By Poppy l . Brite 
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Concert Review 
Michigan bands jam on Big Bamboo Tour 
By British Dlglly 
Staff Writer 
Grasshoppah, Bump and The 
Flow, three bands from 
Michigan, brought their Big 
Bamboo Tour to the Wise Fools 
Pub, 2270 N. Lincoln Ave, on 
April II. · 
Although the bands performed 
individually, they also invited 
members of each band to join in 
for some interesting jam ses-
sions. 
Things started to swing at 
around 9:45 p.m. when the first 
band, Grasshoppah, kicked off 
the concert with their Southern, 
but funky, tunes. Their laid-back 
attire and music seemed to blend 
in with the crowd of young 
adults, who stood around the 
small stage shaking and bobbing 
their heads to the band's collab-
oration of music. 
A few guys in the crowd even 
did a little folk dancing to the 
catchy beats while band member 
Glenn House simul!aneously 
played the drums, guitar and 
harmonica and Brian Oberlin 
mastered the mandolin and 
sang. 
There was hardly any stand-
ing room left by the time Bump 
took the stage. The band's hot 
sounds of blues, rock and reggae 
combined together, definitely 
increased the energy level at the 
Concert Review 
Wise Fools Pub. Although there 
was limited space for dancing, 
after Yorg Korasonis, lead 
vocalist began to let loose with 
his strong and soulful sound, the 
audience managed to find a way 
to groove to the compelling 
rhythms. 
Dressed in a long white shirt 
and jeans, Korasottis sang songs 
by Stevie Wonder, James 
Brown, George Clinton and 
Jimmy Hendrix. 
Bump added a bit of jazz 
appeal when they invited a hom 
player onstage to jam. 
Korasonis and the other mem-
bers of Bump jammed to their 
own music, dancing around on 
the small stage as much as the 
space would allow. It was 
a lmost as if they were home in 
Michigan playing in a garage. 
The crowd yelling and waving 
their hands in the air made 
Bump's performance even more 
electrifYing. 
Finally, a little after midnight, 
The Flow took over with their 
smooth Caribbean and jazz 
sound. Even though this group's 
demeanor was a lot mellower in 
comparison to Bump, the crowd 
continued to go wild. Not only 
did the band's sound display 
enthusiastic rhythm, but so did 
the crowd. 
The flow of the music really 
had a strong impact on the audi-
Joe Sauceda/Chronicle 
(Above) Grasshoppah performs their brand of funky, southern-flavored music at the Big Bamboo Tour, 
held April11 at the Wise Fools Pub, 2270 N. Lincoln Ave. 
ence. The crowd was so excited. 
They were swinging their hips 
and salsa dancing in front of the 
stage. It was almost as if the 
band was performing for the 
crowd on an island during 
spring break: Those who were 
not dancing celebrated the 
music of the band by singing 
along with vocalist Ted Moss. 
The three bands rocked the 
house with a unique and electric 
sound of modem jazz, mixed 
with a little bluegrass, rock and 
Caribbean music. 
Polyphonic Spree: masters of the 'stages' 
By Sean Sliver 
Contributing Writer 
Take one part Sgt. Peppers 
Lonely Hearts Club Band, add 
a healthy dose of the Flaming 
Lips and a heaping portion of 
"Jesus Christ Superstar," and 
you have the orchestral pop of 
the Polyphonic Spree. 
The "symphonic pop ensem-
ble" k icked off their first-ever 
U.S. tour at the Empty Bottle 
on April I 0, barely squeez ing 
a ll 22 members onto t)Je pock-
et-sized stage. 
For more than an hour, the · 
Dallas orchestra blew the roof 
off the Bottle better than any 
band in recent memory and 
amazed the crowd with their 
joyous choral arrangements 
and angel- like orchestration. 
Singer Tim DeLaughter 
jumped around the stage like a 
hybrid of Mick Jagger and 
Wayne Coyne of the Flaming 
Lips. 
"SEE THIS SHOW!" 
- E! Entertainment News 
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His high ly animated stage 
presence was like watching 
Willy Wonka in church. 
Backed by a nine-piece 
choir, the eclectic instrumenta-
tion of the Polyphonic Spree 
includes a theremin, trombone, 
French horn , flute , ce llo and 
violin-all pop group oddities. 
The white robes each and 
every one of the 22 members 
adorned gave the s how a 
gospel- like fee li ng, and one 
would be lucky to have as 
much fun as this band looked 
to be having onstage that night. 
The Polyphonic Spree played 
most of the anthemic pop son-
nets from their 2002 debut 
record The Beginning Stages 
of .. released on the Dallas indie 
imprint, Good Records. 
The intimate setting of the 
Empty Bottle, combined with 
the cramped confines of the 
stage usua lly reserved for three 
and four piece indie rock' out-
fits, really gave DeLaughter 
the ability to interact with the 
crowd, which was new to the 
Spree. 
The crowd sang a long, echo-
ing the g lee of the actual choir, 
and when not bouncing around 
the stage amid the other musi-
cians, DeLaughter was in virtu-
al awe over the support the 
Polyphonic Spree faithful ·were 
lending the band. 
After filing all 22 members 
off the stage at what seemed to 
be the end of the show, the 
band reversed field and 
reclaimed hold of the audience, 
closing the rock/pop/gospel 
se rmon with a euphoric cover 
of David Bowie's "Five Years." 
DeLaughter stood at the 
front of the stage, parting the 
sea and leading the crowd in 
the repetitive chant of "Five 
Years ... Five Years" to close the 
song and, finally, the evening. 
Logistically, the band would 
have a much easier time 
arrangi ng their mass of human-
ity on the stage at the Metro on 
April 13, but at the Empty 
Bottle it was a ll about connect-
ing with the capacity crowd. 
As the band left the stage and 
the houselights went on, all 
that could be seen was a room-
ful. of squinting eyes, smiling 
faces and a look of "What the 
hell did I just witness?" 
This was Polyphonic Spree's 
coming out pao1y. As they head 
west through April, they will 
continue to spread the joy of 
their orchestral pop stylings 
across the United States, cul -
minating with a handful of 
dates in the UK at the end of 
June. 
The "polyphonic joy" is 
infect ious, and this is one band 
that necessitates a live a lbum. 
The Polyphonic Spree needs to 
be seen to get the fu ll feeling 
of their music. 
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Weekly Horoscope (April 21-27) 
A week of passionate proposals, moodiness for Sagittarius 
By Lasha Seniuk 
Tribune News Service 
ry' Alles (March 21-Aprll20) 
An unexpected flination from a co-worker or close 
friend may challenge long-term relationships. Potential 
mates no longer hide their feelings. Expect sudden over-
tures and quick invitations. If already attached, new 
attractions may manifest as humor, giddiness or an intense 
concern with yesterday's promises. After Friday, key rela-
tionships may experience change. Pay special attention to 
shared expenses or imponant home improvements. 
C5 Taurus (Aprii21-May 20) 
Late Tuesday accents rare job promotions and career 
potential. Some Taureans may also encounter unexpected 
financial breakthroughs concerning investments, home 
security or long-term payments. Respond quickly to all 
proposals. At present, authority figures will opt for fast 
improvements. After Wednesday, f., miJy adjustments and 
new home decisions require diplomacy. Expect serious 
discussions. Traditional roles and emotional obligations 
are a source of tension. 
II Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Forgotten business ideas may inspire unique workplace 
partnerships. Shared goals, revised daily duties and quick 
advancements are highlighted. Financial increase will be 
a continuing theme for the next eight weeks. Pay close 
attention to creative proposals and fresh sources of 
income. After Friday, a powerful romantic attraction is 
unavoidable. Close friends and potential lovers wi ll 
expect obvious public promises and passionate encoun-
ters. Don't disappoint. 
§ cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Before Wednesday, many Cancerians will witness 
unusual gestures of love from spouses, potential lovers or 
family members. Respond with honesty. In the coming 
weeks, emotional clarity is vital to romantic success. 
Later this week, workplace tensions ease. After Thursday, 
younger employees will allow for the advancement of 
new policies or group assignments. Ask key officials for 
special permissions or training. Improved skills and 
career expansion are highly favored. 
Ol. Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) , 
Work assignments are unexpectedly complicated early 
this week. Expect daily disruptions and contrary opinions 
from colleagues or partners. Emotions may be surprising-
ly intense. Avoid complex workplace dramas, if possible. 
After Thursday, a calming influence arrives in all love 
relationships. Many Leos will experience a powerful 
desire to accept new emotional goals or explore long-term 
commitments. All is well. Trust the advice of close friends 
and relatives. 
II} VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Home and financial change work to your advantage this 
week. Proposals for shared expenses or business projects 
may reveal valuable opponunities. Some Virgos may also 
encounter a return to past ideals, relationships or family 
promises. If so, stay open. There's much to consider. Late 
Friday, a close friend may request delicate family or 
romantic advice. Emotional triangles will not be easily 
resolved. Encourage loved ones to explore fresh social 
outlets and group activities. 
!!: Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) 
Over the neJO<t four days romantic and business partners 
will listen carefully to your needs and offer meaningful 
suggestions. Past proposals will be quickly accepted; 
expect support from previously reluctant friends, co~ 
workers or loved ones. After Friday, social intrigue is on 
the rise. Gossip and romantic speculation are unavoidable. 
New information may, however, be inaccurate. Wait for 
group confirmation or obvious emotional statements from 
friends and lovers. 
Ill Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. ~1) 
This week, friends, co-workers and close relatives may 
display an uncanny talent for causing irritation. Group 
proposals and strong opinions may be quickly change-
able. Remain patient, however. Over the next four days, 
solitary activities will bring powerful social insights. 
After Friday, workplace politics will intensifY. Expect 
older colleagues to ask for special assignments or publicly 
criticize authority figures. 
il' Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Social invitations are unreliable early this week. 
Canceled plans and moody exchanges between friends 
may require careful diplomacy. Disagreements pass 
quickly. Respond honestly to minor comments or ques-
tions. After Friday, passionate proposals are accented in 
all key relationships. Sudden insights and first impres-
sions may reveal unusual motives. Take time for detailed 
\ 
romantic discussion. Loved ones need active guidance 
and gentle reassurance. 
')o Clprlcom (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) 
Before midweek, an unusual statement or series of 
opinions from a colleague may be disruptive. Muddle 
through. At present, fellow workers or students may need 
to vent their frustrations. Later this week, an intense 
romantic encounter triggers powerful feelings of love. 
Someone close may wish .to explore new levels of trust, 
sensuality or emotional intimacy. Set firm boundaries. 
Sensitivity and romantic timing are vital to the success of 
long-term relationships. 
- Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) 
By·midweek, your emotional wisdom will be proven 
accurate. Over the next four days, a close friend or lover 
may reveal hidden vulnerabilities or offer revised roman-
tic commitments. Public discussions are emotionally 
rewarding. Ask probing questions and expect sincere 
answers. Thursday through Sunday, new work responsi-
bilities may cause disagreement in the home. Family 
members need your support and continuing approval. 
Remain flexible. 
H Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) 
Special workplace training and creative bus iness 
expansions are accented this week. A new job proposal 
may enable financial advancement or career growth. 
Outdated habits need to fade. Listen closely to the sug-
gestions of trusted colleagues and older friends. Friday 
through Sunday, loved ones may demand firm commit-
ments or detailed social schedules. Several weeks of unre-
liable home plans and lagging physi&al vitality will end. 
Stay open to change. 
• If your birthday Is this week ... 
Social invitations will increase in the coming weeks. 
After almost 18 months of 1\isrupted friendships and slow 
progress in romanc!!, long-term relationships will steadily 
expand. Family approval, shared living expenses or dis-
tant travel may also be continuing themes. By late July, 
expect loved ones to propose unique changes to the honie 
or a serious deepening of romantic promises. Later thi • 
summer, financial opportunities may also arrive. Between 
Aug. 7 and Sept. 20, watch for an unexpected work part-
nership to arrive. Home-operated business or revised 
career goals are aC£ented. :rrust your own instincts. il 
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Museum 
Continued from Page 21 
a statue representing a deity from 2600 
B.C.-are no doubt gone, perhaps for-
ever, he said. • 
"This is just one of the most tragic 
things that could happen for our being 
able to understand the past," Newby 
said. The looting, he said, " is destroy-




Continued from Page 21 
is like happy all the time, there is no place for 
reflection in that happy-go-lucky mode. You're not 
thinking about reflection, you're just thinking about 
having a good time. So for me, a melancholy mood 
is a good thing to have at times, because it's a 
reflection. 
Q. Is tbe producer Scott Litt (Incubus and 
REM) responsible for the more hip-hop and rock-
influenced sound? 
John Russell, a professor of art history 
and archaeology at the Massachusetts 
College of Art, feared for the safety of the 
staff of Iraq's national antiquities depart-
ment, also housed at the museum; for 
irn:placeable records of every archaeo-
logical expedition in Iraq since the 1930s; 
for perhaps hundreds of thousands of arti-
facts from I 0,000 years of civilization, 
both on display and in storage. 
Jerome Oei6(/AP 
Looters went on a rampage breaking ancient artifacts, which were stored In the 
vault by museum authorities before the war started. 
A. In terms of the technological ways of recording 
things, it's important to have Scott [Lin) and [pro-
ducer] Ross [Hogarth], who have their ways of 
recording. But the creativity of the music was 
already there in terms of the parts that were played 
and how they were played. It just was a matter of the 
musicians recreating what I had done, and in some 
instances, they added more. 
Among them, he said, was the copper 
head of an Akkadian king, at least 
4,300 years old. Its eyes were gouged 
out, nose flattened, ears and beard cut 
off, apparently by subjects who took 
their revenge on his image--much the 
same way as Iraqis mutilated statues 
ofSaddam. 
"These are the foundational comer-
stones of Western civilization," Russell 
said, and are literally priceles&-which 
he said will not prevent them from find-
ing a price on the black market 
Some of the gold artifacts may be 
melted down, but most pieces will find 
their way into the hands of private col-
lectors, he said. 
The chances of recovery are slim; 
regional museums were looted after 
the 1991 Gulf War, and 4,000 pieces 
were lost. 
" I understand three or four have 
been recovered," he said. 
Samuel Paley, a professor of classics 
at the State University of New York, 
Buffalo, predicted whatever treasures 
aren't sold will be trashed. 
The looters are "people trying to 
feed themselves," said Paley, who has 
spent years tracking Assyrian reliefs 
previously looted from Nimrud in 
Northern Iraq. "When they find there's 
no market, they 'll throw them away. If 
there is a market, they'll go into thr 
market." 
Koichiro Matsuura, head of the 
U.N.'s cultural agency, UNESCO, on 
Apri l 12 urged American officials to 
send troops to protect what was left of 
the museum's collection, and said the 
military should step in to stop looting 
and destruction at other key archaeo-
logical sites and museums. 
The governments of Russia, Jordan 
and Greece also voiced deep concern 
about the looting. Jordan urged the 
United Nations to take steps to protect 
Iraq's historic sites, a "national trea-
sure for the Iraqi people and an invalu-
able heritage for the Arab and Islamic 
worlds." 
Some blamed the U.S. military, 
though coalition forces said they have 
taken great pains to avoid damage to 
cultural and historical sites. 
A museum employee reduced to 
tears after coming to the museum and 
finding her office and all administrative 
offices trashed by looters, said: " It is all 
the fault of the Americans. This is 
Iraq' s civilization. And it's all gone 
now." She refused to give her name. 
McGuire Gibson, a University of 
Chicago professor and president of the 
American Association for Research in 
Baghdad, was infuriated. He said he 
had been in frequent and frantic touch 
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with U.S. military officials since April 
9, imploring them to send troops "in 
there and protect that building." 
The Americans could have prevent-
ed the looting, said Pany Gerstenblith, 
a professor at DePaul University's 
College of Law in Chicago, who 
helped circulate a petition before the 
war, urging that care be taken to pro-
tect Iraqi antiquities. 
" It was completely inexcusable and 
avoidable," she said. 
The museum itself was battered. Its 
marble staircase was chipped, likely 
by looters using pushcarts or heavy 
slabs of wood to carry valuables down 
from the second floor. The museum is 
in the Al-Salhiya neighborhood of 
Baghdad, with its back to a poor 
neighborhood. 
Early April 12, five armed men 
showed up at the gate: One was armed 
with a Kalashnikov, three carried pis-
tols and one wielded an iron bar. The 
man w ith the assault rifle walked into 
the museum, accused journalists there 
of stealing artifacts and ordered them 
to leave. 
He claimed to be there to protect the 
museum from plundering. One of the 
men said he was a member of the 
feared Fedayeen Saddam militia. 
"You think Saddam is now gone, so 
you can do what you like," he raged. 
Q. Is it bard to stay positive in these tumultuous 
times? 
A. I am positive and realistic at the same time. With 
the world going on like it's going on, there's people 
out there who have a reason-who have a voice of 
truth. The music that I do is the voice of truth. 
Q: Where does the name Ziggy come from? 
A. Ziggy comes from my father. In Jamaica every-
body has a nickname·. That's my nickname. 
Q. What's one of your favorite memories of your 
father? 
A. Pick any day, you know-playing football, chill-
ing in the studio. 
Q. How do you think Jamaica bas changed in 
your lifetime? 
A. I think the people have become more conscious 
and aware of the politics and what they have caused 
in the past. The culture has become more influenced 
by the American culture. But the land is still beauti-
ful. The land remains natural and beautiful-moun-
tains and river!r-nice. 
Q. Is it a good or bad American influence? 
A. It's bad. You lose your own culture. Everyone 
should seek to uphold your own culture, because it's 
important to be true to who you are in terms of your 
culture, your food, your indigenous crops. People 
start wanting American goods and then our farmers 
get left out. What would happen if everything in 
America was coming from somewhere else? What 
would happen to the farmers who plant the com and 
the wheat? It's the same thing. 
Q . What can American people learn from 
Jamaican people? 
A. They can learn to take it easy. That's .the main 
thing-relax. 
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. 1 Cuban dance 
6 Sedimentary 
material 





17 Frankie of The 4 
Seasons 
18 Golda of Israel 
19 New Haven 
institution 
20 New Testament 
book 






30 Pasta dish 
32 Cow's chew 
33 Show on the 
tube 
34 Stirring slightly 
38 In conflict 
40 Bug bomb 
41 Papyrus 
43 Like a near 
miss 
44 Mine yield 
45 Southwest 
walkway 
47 Sailors' drink 
48 Unvoiced 
51 Not so fast 
53 Danish port 
55 Gave a rubdown 
59 Take the train 
60 Monumental 
62 REM sound? 
63 Char slightly 
64 Folk wisdom 
65 Astaire's sister 
66 Belonging to us 




1 Party letters 




4 One requesting 
payment 
·-
~ 2003 T~ Medte S..V~ Inc. 
Allrigtlt•~· 
5 Spirit of "The 
Tempest" 
6 Urn with a tap 
7 Ryan and 
Dunne 
8 Lanai garland 
9 Old sailors 
10 Fail wretchedly 
11 Speak from a 
soapbox 
12 More washed 
out 
13 Critic Roger 
21 Singer Etheridge 
23 Somewhat 
25 Put the collar on 
27. Wound 
covering 
28 Ballet skirt 
29 Graven image 




36 Stout's Wolfe 
37 Golfer Norman 
39 Colanders 
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43 5th-century 52 Bacon or Lamb 
Germanic leader 
46 New York city 
paper 
54 Sushi fish 
56 Leaves 47 Rio_ 
48 Trunk 
49 AJJ revoir 
50 Fragrant conifer 
57 Perry's penner 
58 Low grades 
61 Poker take 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
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BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked comic 
book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to 
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com. 
Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play. 
Pay included. Call Faith Diggs 312-666-0892 
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in 
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 
PChicago Wholesale Internet fully loaded Dialup accounts 
$89.88 yearly pre•pay($7.49/mon), $9.49 monthly 56K access, 
Wholesale T1 , and DSL $37.99/mon. Call 773 262 9982 . 
questions@issconline.com - www.issconline.com signup online on 
a secure server. Account will be activated in 30 minutes or less. 
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, W/D in 
unit, indoor parking, fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi 
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098 
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No 
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com 
1430 S. Michigan Ave- 1 BR condo ready for move-in May 1st. 
Hdwd firs, WID in unit, closet space for two. Building has storage 
and rooftop sundeck. $1, 125/month, garage pkg available. 
847-366-2147. 
Pilsen Large 3 Bedroom, 1700 W. Cullerton, 2 Blocks from train. 
High Ceilings, Hardwood Floors, Storage, Free Parking, Available 
May 1st and June 1st. $695-$795 (773) 456-7553 
DePaul Area - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath AIC no pets. Immediate or May 
1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545 Linda 630-574-8124 
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of penciled and inked 
comic book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to 
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 43 & Union $750 per month 
New rehab, new appliances, 3 bedroom, 6 room apart. 
Basement, fenced yard garage space avail June 1 
Call 773-255-2348 
April 21, 2003 Columbia Clironi~le 31 
Applications can be picked up in the Student Leadership 
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level), 
· Student · Activities and Leadership Office (623 S. Wabash, 3rd Floor), 
or from your departmental senator. 
ALL APPLICATIONS ARE DUE NOW!!! 





London .......... $328 
Paris .. . ........... $402 
Madrid ............. $469 
San Jose, C.R ...... $342 
Eurail Passes from ... $249 
Budget Hotels from .. $18 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple 
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals ! 
• Special need for Caucasian donors 
• College educated preferred 
• Between the ages of 20-30 
• Completely anonymous 
847.656.8733 
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u n de rg ro l!!l.~chif~f~nt 
this week's specjals: Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
Chop Salad romaine, chicken, bacon, pepper, cucumber wf gorgonzola cheese & 
mango dressing $ 3; 75 
Mesquite Chicken Pizza four cheese, sun dried tomatoes, pine n~ts $4.00 
Grilled Chicken On Onion Roll roasted green chili, tomato, cilantro pesto 
served wf pepper slaw & potato chips $4·.00 
Monday -Turkey Noodle, Tuesday - Cheddar Vegetable, 
Wednesday -·Cream of Artichoke, Thursday - Tomato Florentine 
We have Fr1ed Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Btan Burgers tvtrydayl 
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CnYBFAT 
For 'Demon,' home is two steps short of 'el' 
0 'Chicago' road manager h!!S 
...,..__, second legal battle with the CTA 
Library holds poetry fest 
Harold Washington Library, 4~0 S. ~tate St., ":'i!l hold 
its annual Poetry Fest on Apnl 26 m recogmt10n of 
Poetry Month. The all-day event, starting at I 0 a.m., 
will include poetry readings by local poets, poetry 
workshops and panel discussions. 
Various Chicago poets will be making appearances 
throughout the day to sign their books in the library's 
main lobby. · 
Side of verse over breakfast 
Editor-in-chief of Poetry magazine, Joseph Parisi; and 
GE. Murray, a Chicago poet and the author of Arts .of,a 
Cold Sun, will speak at a breakfast held at Max1m s 
restaurant to commemorate National Poetry Month. 
The event, hosted by the Chicago Department of 
Cultural Affairs and will take place on April 22 at 8:30 
a.m. Maxim's Restaurant is located at 24 E. Goethe St. 
The event costs $10, which includes breakfast. 
See institute art for free 
As part of their weekly Ford Free Tuesday, the Art 
Institute of Chicago is offering free admission to the 
museum on April 22. 
At 6 p.m., a lecture with art hi~to~ian Nicho.las 
Tumer-"The Discovery and Apprec1at10n of ltahan 
Baroque Drawings"-is the Institute's Fullerton Hall, 
Ill S. Michigan Ave. For more information, call (312) 
443-3600. 
Remembering the Holocaust 
In commemoration of Holocaust Remembrance Day, 
the Bernard and Rochelle Zell Center for Holocaust 
Studies at the Spertus Institute and the Chicago Board of 
Rabbis are presenting "Daughters of Absence. 
Transforming a Legacy of Loss," the story of three 
women and how they express their family 's connection 
to the Holocaust through the arts. 
Reservations are required for this free event, which 
takes place on April 27 at 2 p.m. at 618 S. Michigan Ave. 
For more information, call 312-322-1769. 
CTA expands ad campaign 
The Chicago Transit Authority has employed a fourth 
installment of their "king-size" exterior train car adver-
tisements. In April , the CTA released the "What do Sox 
and Cubs have in common? The Red Line" ad, to be run 
on the outside of several CTA trains. Visit www.chicago-
l.org for more information. 
Gallery 37 hiring artists 
Gallery 37, Chicago's youth urban arts program, is 
now accepting applications for young adults, ages 14-
21 , to work with the gallery this summer. Last year, 
more than 4,200 kids were paid to create art and partic-
ipate in educational sessions. 
To apply or obtain more information about the pro-
gram, call (312) 744-8925 or vis it www.gallery37.org. 
Photographer talks nature 
On April 24, Accra Shepp, an instructor at the 
International Center of Photography in New York, will 
talk about his new photo exhibit, "The Other," as well as 
the foundation for his work, which he consistently bases 
on natural leaves. 
The talk will take place at 12:15 p.m. at the Chicago 
Cultural Center's Michigan Avenue Galleries, 78 E. 
Washington St. This event is free and open to the pub-
lic. 
South Loop photo contest 
Submissions for the fifth annual Landmark 
Photography exhibit and contest are due May 9. The 
event, presented by the Historic Printers ' Row 
Neighbors, will feature photos taken within Printers' 
Row and its surrounding South Loop neighborhood. 
Entries will be judged and awards given in three cat-
egories, inc luding standard, student and senior. To 
obtain entry rules, call (312) 409-1700. 
If you nave an 
upcoming avant or 
announceme.nt, call tba 
City Beat news- desk at (S12) 344·7254. 
By Doris Dadayan 
Copy Editor 
Lenny Kravitz, Billy Corgan and Jimmy Buffett 
know where to go for Vienna beef, tamales and cheese 
fries in Chicago. They also know where the slogan, "a 
hard habit to break" comes from. · 
In business since 1983, Demon Dogs, the little hot 
dog stand underneath the Fullerton el tracks known for 
its Chicago-style hot dogs, has becor_ne a.stapl~ of the 
trendy Lincoln ParK and DePaul UmversJty neighbor-
hood. But every time the train passes by overhead, 
making the restaurant tremble, it's just another 
reminder that this little habit will soon have to be, well, 
broken. 
Demon Dogs, named after DePaul 's Blue Demons, 
will have to be tom down in order to expand and 
accommodate riders of the Brown Line. 
With walls of memorabilia-gold and platinum rock 
'n' roll albums, guitars signed by Eddie _Yan Hal en and 
Steven Tyler, and even a photo of a mamed couple who 
met each other there in 1985 (who returned for a hot 
dog on their wedding day)--Demon Dogs is one .of the 
few Chicago hot dog stands that holds a collection of 
memories, history and the Chicagoland essence. 
Peter Schivarelli, owner of Demon Dogs, rents the 
space the restaurant occupies for $630 a month from 
the Chicago Transit Authority. . 
The lease expired on Feb. 28 and as of Apnl 2, the 
restaurant has 120 days to vacate the space. Schivarelli 
contested the termination, and as a result, the CTA filed 
a lawsuit to evict the restaurant. 
The case, currently in the Circuit Court of Cook 
County, is still pending, according a press release from 
the CTA. 
"There's been some discrepancies about the lease. 
We've provided him with written notification that the 
CTA needs the space to rebuild the station," said CTA 
spokeswoman Robyn Zeigler. 
Demon Dogs has not only become a Chicago land-
mark, it has also become a big a part of the DePaul 
• A car was lito stolen on APill 11 
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community. 
"Thl: concept of everything came from the group 
Chicago, who went to school at DePaul, and who I' ve 
managed for 20 years," Schivarelli said. 
"DePaul is real interested in us staying, and they' ve 
been real helpful. What we have to do is work some-
thing out. Us and DePaul are· fine, it's just the CTA who 
we're having problems with," he said. "One of the sad 
things is going to be if they won't let us work some-
thing out with DePaul, which we already kind of have 
a working arrangement." 
The restaurant, run by an all-female staff, has served 
as a testimonial to the school, to the band, to the city 
and to rock ' n' roll. 
Songs from any one of Chicago's 27 albums can be 
heard playing in the restaurant; and autographed photos 
and posters of rock'n'roll legends are displayed all 
around the stand. 
More than 20,000 signatures have been collected 
from nearby neighborhoods, along with hundreds of 
decorated · cards displayed around the restaurant with 
messages saying "even angels love ~emons" and "we 
love this place" from ·second an~ th1rd grad~ students 
from neighboring schools protestmg the closmg of the 
restaurant. 
In a city known ·for the el, baseball and hot dogs, 
Demon Dogs has been accepted as an important part of 
the Lincoln Park area by neighborhood residents, com-
muters, and other Chicagoans. 
"My family and I used to come and eat here all the 
time when I was little," said Christina Till, 23, a senior 
elementary education major at National-Louis 
University. "I haven't been here in a while, but I used 
to love to eat here. They've got some good hot dogs and 
cheese fries." 
And although Demon Dogs looks small to an out-
sider, there's a lot that goes on inside that isn't so easy 
to see. 
"We probably have anywhere from six to seven hu~­
dred thousand people come through here a year. So 1t 
serves a great purpose for the ridership [and) the neigh-
borhood," Schivarelli said. "I mean, where els~ can you 
go for a couple of bucks t~ g~t a hot dog, .fnes and a 
drink, where you could s1t, hsten to mus1c, and get 
good service with some friendly people?" 
If the CTA gets its way, it won't be at 944 W. 









Legal action rallies protesters 
0 Lawsuit filed on behalf of 
800 people arrested or detained 
in war protest 
By Geor:Ja Eydoxladls 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
In September of 1968, then-Mayor Richard J_ 
Daley (father of Richard M .) made a curious slip of 
the tongue at a press conference. After Sen. 
Abraham Ribicoff derided the "Gestapo tactics" the 
Chicago police used to subdue protesters during the 
Democratic Convention in August, Daley respond-
ed with one of those runs-in-the-family flubs. 
"The policeman isn't there to create disorder," 
Daley said, "The policeman is there to preserve dis-
order." 
Now, more than 30 years after those famous 
riots, Chicago protesters have gathered together 
again-to file suit against police officers they say 
not only preserved disorder, but also created it. 
The suit, filed in federal court under the Civil 
Rights Act, deals only with the events of March 20, 
when somewhere between 5,000 and 15,000 people 
protested the first day of war against Iraq. 
The lawsuit includes 13 counts against the city of 
Chicago and the Chicago Police Department, with 
allegations including false arrest and imprisonment, 
violation of First Amendment rights, excessive 
force and a slew of complaints under Illinois state 
constitutional law. 
The suit has been filed on behalf of about 800 
people who were detained in the march that shut 
down Lake Shore Drive. One of the protester 
included in the suit, Aaron Robin, is a Columbia 
student majoring in audio arts and acoustics. 
The impromptu march did not have a permit to 
cross onto Lake Shore Drive, but officers neverthe-
less allowed the protesters to walk down the road, 
only arresting them as they hit the comer of 
Michigan and Chicago avenues. 
The protesters have sued not only the city and 
various unnamed police officers, but have also 
included Police Superintendent Terry Hillard and 
First District Commander John Ris ley for ostensi-
bly giving the orders on how to deal with the 
marchers. 
The lawsuit asserts that police never gave an 
order to disperse, used excessive force and even 
arrested some passersby who were not involved 
with the protest. 
Police said they charged 353 people after the 
demonstration, and arrested a total of 543 during 
the march. The suit makes a distinction betweer. the 
protesters who were actually charged with a crime 
Mission 
Continued from Back Page 
Perhaps the largest concern regarding the Pacific 
Garden Mission is its close proximity to Jones 
College Prep. 
Mary Wolf, artist and owner of Mary Kloack-
WolfFine Art Gallery, said that although she wish-
es the mission could stay where it is and that it can 
continue to provide the services it does for the 
homeless, she's worried about her two teenagers 
who are scheduled to attend Jones this fall. 
"They defmitely need to have a mission down-
town, but. . . I think the children need a gym," she 
said. "I think the mission can move to another 
location and still do just as well." 
Marty Campbell, 33, who has lived in the South 
Loop for two years, said that he definitely would-
n 't want to send his kids to a high school that's 
located next to a place that houses registered sex 
offenders. 
Of course, he, too, added that the mission has 
become an increasingly delicate subject among 
area residents. He reiterated the point that, while 
many don't want to see a s upport system for the 
homeless disappear, they may feel an added sense 
of security in the neighborhood when it does. 
Even that doesn' t lighten the concern voiced by 
a large number of community groups that sex 
offenders residing in the mission next door to 
Jones shouldn' t be next to teenagers. 
" I don't think the mission should stay next to 
Jones, but that doesn' t mean it needs to leave the 
neighborhood," said Lauren Rhone, president of 
the South Loop Education Alliance. " I have a 
problem with the number of registered sex offend-
ers that use the mission as their address so close to 
Jones." 
According to Tom Bezanes, owner of Standing 
Room Only and member of the Near South 
and those who were merely detained. 
On April I 0, the day the suit was filed, the 
National Lawyers Guild held a press conference at 
the Dirksen Federal Building to explain the reason 
behind the class action. 
"By the filing of this action, we are demanding 
that the city of Chicago and Chicago Pol ice 
Department take responsibility for their actions on 
March 20, 2003 and be held accountable for their 
systematic and widespread deprivation of the c ivil 
rights of those citizens who exercised their First 
Amendment freedoms," said Jim Fennerty, presi-
dent of the Chicago chapter of the National 
Lawyers Guild and one of the attorneys for the 
plaintiffs. 
The suit divides the plaintiffs into four different 
categories, or "subclasses," and alleges different 
violations for each group. The first were taken into 
custody, but were never charged with a c rime. The 
second subclass asserts they were "subjected to 
unnecessary and/or excessive force and suffered 
additional specific pain and injury." , 
The third group charges they were "deprived of 
personal property without due process," and the last 
say they were "taken into custody based on associ-
ation or expressive principles," meaning they were 
holding signs, banners or loudspeakers. 
Columbia student Aaron Lorence, a music busi-
ness major, said he was at the protests and found the 
actions of police there questionable. 
" I myself felt very intimidated and very dis-
tressed," Lorence, 23, said. "When you see some 
kid clubbed in the head for no reason, that's going 
to piss you off." 
He said he saw police, who he admitted must 
have been tired and frustrated, take out some of 
their anger at the tail end of the march. 
Lorence said police were friendly throughout 
most of the protest, but when marchers tried to 
leave Lake Shore Drive, the environment changed. 
He said police trapped protesters, not allowing 
them to disperse, and penned them in on a ll sides. 
"People who asked to leave were denied," 
Lorence said. 
He said that by the time the marchers reached 
Chicago Avenue, most of the major media had been 
forced to leave. That was when Lorence said most 
of the violence took place. 
The lawsuit requests a jury trial, but does not 
specifY a monetary amount being sought for dam-
ages. 
There is no sign yet as to whether or not the suit 
will go to trial, but with the city of Chicago's repu-
tation, the protesters' charges could poss ibly go on 
its record. 
"[The suit) is a way to correct public opinion," 
said Lorence, "and a way to get justice." 
Planning Board, the mission originated at a time 
when there weren't any families or children living 
in the area in order to provide a workforce to local 
industries. 
But, now that more families reside near the mis-
sion and send their kids to the school next door to 
it, he said, the issue becomes a matter of social 
concern between neighbors and neighborhood 
groups. 
In the end, Bezanes said he feels that relocating 
the institution to a more modem facility woulc be 
beneficial for all patties involved. 
Some local residents see the building as a sym-
bol of a diversity struggling to remain consistent 
with the change that has occurred so quickly with-
in their neighborhood. 
"They're a product of society just like everyone 
else," said Vince Culp, 54, who has worked a sen-
ior accountant for the Gateway Foundation for five 
years. "If it's providing adherent services, I think 
it should keep it here." 
Gloria Grindle, 64, who has lived in the South 
Loop for almost eight years, agreed with the bene-
fits it provides for those in need. But that doesn' t 
mean that she won' t steer clear of the building her-
self, she said. 
"I just don't like to walk around there if I'm by 
myself- it's a little intimidating," she said. 
"They're out of place here. It's sad, but, at the 
same time, I don' t think they feel too good about 
all the condos going up around them." 
In any case, the mission is closer than ever to 
leaving the neighborhood · 
"I'm not excited It's something that's a long, 
drawn out process, as far as I'm concerned," 
Vranas said. "But, it's like death and taxes, it's 
going to happen." 
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0 With shelter's days numbered, 
area residents, business owners are 
having mixed thoughts 
By Lisa Balde 
Assistant News Editor 
Despite recent legal proceedings to remove the Pacific 
Garden Mission from its present location, community mem-
bers and neighborhood business owners are still unsure as·to 
whether or not they want to see the 126-year-old institution 
leave. . 
For years, neighborhood groups have fought to close the 
homeless shelter at 646 S. State St. in order to expand Jones 
College Prep, and to pacify a variety of residents' com-
plaints regarding the people who live at the mission. But 
now that the mission is closer than ever to moving out, some 
have mixed feelings about its departure. 
Phil Petschke, 31, can remember coming to the South 
Loop with his friends when he was only 13 or 14 years old 
and skateboarding near the mission. To this day, he said, he 
associates the big neon cross that still looms near the mis-
sion's entrance with the area, the evolved neighborhood that 
he used to frequent in his youth. 
And now, as an employee at Count It All Joy Framing and 
!'leedlework. a framing and stitching sbop located within 
rwo blocks of the mission, Petschke is baffled that the mis-
sion's condemnation is even being considered. 
"I've never had any trouble with people [from the mis-
sion] coming in," he said. "I have more trouble with people 
coming in to get quarters for the parlcing meter." 
South Loop resident Judy Yoder, 50, agreed that the mis-
sion is an essential component within the neighborhood. 
Brian MorowcynsiWCivc 
Almost 300 people were served their evening meal April 17 at the PacHic Garden Mission. Tbe Chicago Public School 
Board and the city of Chicago recently Initiated legal proceedings against the million In order for It to leave the 11'18. 
"I think its [move] is too bad," she said, "because they're 
part of the community, and the community should be City, school board turn up heat on shelter relocation 
di .. verse. 0 Condemnation proceedings However, local businesses aren't as confident in their 
desire for the shelter to stay. 
"I think, as a human being, I feel for the people at the mis-
sion," said Ed Hebson, owner of Hackney's, a Printers' 
Row restaurant "As a businessperson, I don' t think [the 
mission] is good for business." 
f iled, city offers mission $6 million to 
move out of area 
have resided there. It is illegal for sex offenders to live 
within 1,000 feet of a school, childcare facility or day 
care. Jones Academic College Prep is literally next door 
to the mission at 606 S. State St. 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Co-Editor-in.Chief Hebson said he feels that, despite a seemingly supportive 
response for the mission to stay put, a majority of people 
within the neighborhood still want it to relocate as soon as 
possible. 
"I think that people, in general, would like to live in a 
community that they think is safe and is appealing to the 
eye," he said. "So, I think most people would like to see it 
go, but they don't want to be the person to say it." 
Nick Vraoas, part owner of the South Loop Club, doesn't 
think the move is going to happen no matter what the neigh-
borbood's opinion on it might be. 
"You know, I've been bere since the sununer of '88, and, 
every year, they talk about leaving," Vraoas said. "So, when 
it happens, it happens. 
The battle between the city of Chicago and the Pacific 
Garden Mission culminated on April 16 with harsh 
words from the mayor backing up an attempt to con-
demn the building in which the shelter is located. The 
suit for condemnation, filed on March 14, attempts to 
bypass resistance to moving the 126-year-old homeless 
shelter, which is located at 646 S. State St., just one 
block from Columbia's campus. The war of words and 
deeds has waged for at least seven years. 
But even after the 60 men were moved from the area, 
pressure did not let up. Jones planned an expansion that 
would take over the shelter, and the city sued for this 
express purpose. Ald. Madeline Haithcock (2nd Ward) 
has fought to keep the mission in her ward, and the city 
has offered the shelter $6 million to relocate. On the 
mission's website, Pacific Garden's President Dave 
McCarrell has said the money would not be enough to 
pay for a move. 
Mayor Richard M. Daley, who lives in the South 
Loop, expressed anger at a press conference on Apri116 
with the mission's failure to accept the offer. 
"Six million dollars is a lot of money," Mayor Daley 
said. "Give me a break." 
Daley also attacked the shelter's methods, which con-
centrate on providing religious guidance to the homeless 
it serves. The mission holds three services a day, one at 
5:30a.m., one at 11:30 a.m. and a main service at 8 p.m. 
It also provides meals, showers and dental services. 
"It' ll be mixed emotions for me, because they do serve a 
pwpose; they do help the needy." 
"As far as I know, [the move] is a fmn decision, but 
the city hasn't made a formal announcement yet," said 
Barbara Lynne, former president and executive director 
of the Near South Planning Board, in a 1999 interview 
with the Chronicle. See ......, Page 35 Since then, the mission has created controversy, par-
ticularly because of the registered sex offenders who 
The mission also produces the weekly radio broadcast 
"Unshackled!," which has run since the '50s. 
Crossed off the map, a building falls 
0 Demolit ion f irst step In turn ing 
block Into a parking lot 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Brick-by-brick, 529-539 S. Wabash Ave. is being torn down to 
make w01y for " new parking lot thut will add upproximutcly 50 
new space~ to the block. 
The eight-story building with the American Red Cross logo tat-
tooed on the side is being leveled " frurn the top down," said Bob 
Brown of N.P. Demolition the company thut said it's "wrecking a 
new millennium." 
The entire block, where the demolition pmject is underway. is 
now the possession of Purk I, the com\)llny thut owns four park-
in¥ lots within two blocks of C'ulumb a's ndmlnistrutlve hub nt 
600 S. Michigun Ave. 
Purk l 's vision Is to turn the block Into 1111 expansive parking 
urea. Eventuully. the business hopes to Increase the urcu's parking 
cupuclty br. building u multi-story mucturc with rctull venue~ nt 
street leve . 
In the lrnmcdlnte future, "It 's l!olng tu he turned Into n llut park-
ing h1t until we get nuuuclt1 1! fur n 8tructurc," snld l.lhhy 
Youkhmu1 nf l'nrk I. 
The tltuelltto for dcvclupmcut of the plnn Is not yut certnln, 
Youkh111111 suld. " It nil depends. It mny tulle u couple uf yours, It 
muy uot IIIIJIJIOII nt nil." she snld. 
Need fur l"'rk lrtl( ""tho hlod docsu' tuppcur to he nr~&cnt , even 
u• the 1'"1' " ntl1111 lu the South l.uup lw• cxpludl'll. 
Garage attendants at 605 S. Wabash Ave. said their parking 
structure-the largest on the block with capacity for 650 cars-
rarely comes close to filling up. It parks. on average, 275 cars 
ench day. 
Despite the lot at 541 S. Wabash Ave. being closed during con-
struction- which previously parked nearly 200 cars daily-driv-
ers don ' t up pear to be affected. according to parking attendants. 
Spillover from the lot is only adding oddit10nal 50 or so cars a 
day to garn~es in the immediate area. parking lot employees said. 
As the bu1lding comes down, n smnll chnptcr of South Loop his-
tory comes to n close. 
Warehouse Liquors wus the last business to vacate the building, 
in October 2002. Ocnu Chnmcss, 45. rnn the convenienc:e store on 
the premises for n tlecudc before moving down the block to 634 S. 
Wubush Av~J. 
The huiltling hus 11 colorful history of tensors. The Schilke 
Trumpet WIIS muong them. Stories nbout "Old Mun Sch.ilke's" 
drunken cowboy net in u mttkeshtn ~hootina rtll\iC in the base· 
mont flouted uronntl the building during Chl\rt\e • tx:cupancy. he 
snld. 
Ch11ntcss s11id severn! voctulonnl chools also operntod out of 
the ut'flcos 11hovc his street level storefront. Bnrtendlna and florist 
trnlnlng Institutes were 11111ong those he rwnlls. 
In mld· Mny, whcm the tcllr·down Is cmnpletc 11nd the cle~~nup Is 
flniMhccl, 11 new uhuptcr of the hlstor~ of the hmd wlll ht!aln. The 
lot wil l he trunsfol'lltccl to u level Mllrhl ·e 11nd ll llOII~t'tlte flnhth will 
follow. Suun 111\c1' It wlllll\1 purkln11- reudy. ~nl ll Bruwn. 
C'hurness s11ld h~ Is 11lnd to ~ee the nclllhlll,rhlllld eV\liVh\11 ~nd 
llllln11 ru·cnofMllell. "As lllllliiiS thc.\ro Is 11 ft1turu, you h11vt! S\11\UI· 
thi1111 Ill h111k fllrWIItd tn," ~~~ Sllltl. 
